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Actress 
Roxie Roker 
Dies At 66 
Roxie Roker Kravitz 
Roxie Roker Kravitz, well 
known for her groundbreaking 
role as 'Helen Willis,' on "The 
Jeff ersons", passed away at age 
66. She was born in Miami, 
Florida, and raised in Brooklyn, 
New York. After graduating 
from Howard University with a 
Bachelor of Ans degree in 
Drama, she studied Shake-
spearean and Elizabethan Drama 
at the Shakespeare Institute in 
Stratford-on-Avon, England, on 
a Hattie M. Strong Foundation 
>, Fellowship. Roxie was 
~ employed by the National 
' ~ ~ Broadcasting Company for sev-
, eral years. She worked in the 
Public Affairs Department and 
• became coordinator of Public 
' Service Announcements for the 
network. She held a nine-to-five 
job at NBC and by night 
appeared in off-Broadway 
shows. 
In 1967-68, she co-hosted 
"Inside Bedford-Stuyvesant" on 
WNEW-TV, New York, the first 
television program to come out 
of the Black community. In 
1969 she resigned from NBC. 
Roxie appeared with the 
Negro Ensemble Company in 
"Ododo," "Rosalee Pritchard," 
and created the role of 'Mattie 
Williams' in the off-Broadway 
production of "The River 
Niger". She won an Obie Award 
in the Best Supporting Actress 
category and was nominated for 
a Tony in the 1970-74 Broadway 
season. "The River Niger" won 
the 'Best Play' Tony. Other off-
B roadway plays include 
"Jamimma" and "Behold 
Cometh the Vanderkellans." 
· NEC's production of "The 
Blacks" was Roxie's first break. 
In 1973, Norman Lear sum-
, moned Roxie to California to 
audition for the part of 'Helen 
Willis,' ''The Jefferson" upstairs 
neighbor. The show was a hit for 
eleven and a half seasons and 
Roxie made Los Angeles her 
pennanent home in 1979. 
Roxie guest-starred on numer-
ous television series and spe-
cials. She returned to the stage, 
and reunited with fellow 'Jeffer-
son' castmates for a stage pro-· 
duction of "The Jeffersons", 
toured with the late Mary Martin 
and Carol Channing in "Leg-
ends," starred in "Checkmates" 
at the Westwood Playhouse and 
in the premiere of "Woman 
From the Town." 
Roxie is survived by her 
father, Albert Roker, son, musi-
cian, Lenny Kravitz , grand-
daughter, Zoe and her aunt, 
Mable Bosfield. 
Services were held Tuesday at 
Inglewood Cemetery/Mortuary. 
' Donations in celebration of 
·, Roxie's life , can be made to: 
ICAN Associates, 4024 Durfee 
·Road, El Monte, California, 
,91732; or The TJ Martell Foun-
dation, 6 West 57 Street New 
York, NY 10022. 
"Blake" Tolbert Eulogized 
• Blake Took A 
Stand, He Will Not 
Die In Vain 
By Cheryl Brown 
Black Voice News 
An overflowing crowd attended the funeral services on Tuesday, 
for Randall "Blake" Craig 
Tolbert at Life Church of God 
In Christ in Rubidoux just one 
door from the halfway house 
where he was shot and killed 
on Thanksgiving Day by the 
Riverside Sheriff's SWAT 
team. He allegedly went 
looking for Koon to scare him. 
Approximately 800 people 
from all walks of life attended 
the service, many wore black 
armbands as "a tribute to a 
hero," others wore white t-
shirts with Blake written .on 
them. As they filed by the 
open casket each paid their 
last respects, some outwardly 
cried, others placed flowers in 
the casket signifying the love 
they felt, still others, mostly 
men, gave him a parting kiss 
and a salute from his fellow 
"homies". As in most funerals 
the relatives were either 
overcome with grief or numb 
from it all. Most agreed with 
the ministers who spoke, they 
would not let Blake die in 
vain. 
According to Minister 
Bernell Butler, pastor of 
Bright Light COGIC, and the 
Officiant for the funeral, 
young people no more that 19 
years of age receive a total of 
105 years for participating in 
the insurrection which took 
place in Riverside on the 
Eastside during the same time 
of the Los Angeles 
disturbance following the 
Rodney King trial. In that trial 
Stacy Koon and Lawrence 
Powell were found innocent of 
the brutal beating of King, 
which was captured on video 
tape. The placement of Koon 
in the Rubidoux community 
opened the wounds caused by 
the famous King case which 
had not completely healed. 
Many people believed that the 
outcome of the Eastside trial 
unfairly punished the 
perpetrators, while Koon and 
Powell receieved virtually no 
jail time for their crimes. 
According to Eastside 
community members.Demont 
and Chris, one young man had 
passed out on the floor of a car 
involved in criminal activity, 
and he was still found guilty. 
They reacted to the verdict, 
but Koon did the crime and 
they got more time. Then the 
ultimate happened. Koon was 
placed in the Black 
community. Hostilities are 
great, considering these were 
the children, young people of 
the community. Many in the 
community feel they were set 
up. They put him here entice 
someone to try something so 
the Sheriff could use force, 
indicated Rev. Butler. 
Pastor Bernell Butler, said, 
"they are ready for us to take 
up arms. That's why we get 
three strikes for J-walking. 
They are not ready for our 
non-violent protesJ. Everyday 
(since Tolbert's death they lit 
candles in front of the halfway 
house) we stood for justice. In 
his eulogy he called Blake 
brave. Blake wasn't the only 
one upset about Koon being 
placed in the neighborhood. 
They had meetings and would 
sit around and talk about how 
upset everyone in the 
community was about the 
situation. "Blake was faced 
with a choice. The kind of 
choice, when you don't have 
all the options and when 
you've taken all that you can 
take. Koon overwhelmed our 
community. People were 
enraged, our children are in 
prison for 105 years and he 
goes free. 
Rev. Butler said he still did 
not believe Blake Tolbert 
killed anyone, "we were there 
and no one heard the shots 
until the police barged in. 
There is a time to be angry but 
not so angry you don't hear 
the message. Many people 
thought the gangbangers 
would not come to a peaceful 
demonstration, but over 100 
people came out to a vigil 
every night 
Each minister cautioned the 
friends, and "homies" of 
Blake not to do anything that 
will bring the police down on 
them. "They have bigger 
guns." They also talked about 
their own lives. Pastor Ron 
Gibson said, "I was a 
gangbanger, on dope, and 
robbing people. One day when 
Mohammed was nowhere 
around, (he had fonnerly been 
a Muslim). I was in the middle of 
continued on page A-2 
Coleman-Selden .Lived To Make A Difference 
Verna Coleman-Selden was born to John and Gloria 
Coleman on May 7, 1941 in 
New York, NY. 
Verna loved the arts and was 
a dancer for the Los Angeles 
Ballet Company. 
Verna came to San 
Bernardino in 1965 after 
working as a VIP receptionist 
for the World's Fair in New 
York. She began a career in 
dental assisting upon her arrival 
to San Bernardino and later 
worked for the San Bernardino 
Water Department and Mother 
Goose. As the years 
progressed, Verna began to 
bowl and won many awards as 
a member of the league and set 
many records as she travelled 
over the U.S. for-tournaments. 
Then the time came for her to 
make a full -time commitment 
Verna Coleman-Selden 
of parenting Gena and Georgie 
and she was a volunteer mother 
for the school district, President 
of National Little League, 
Hesperia, CA, just to mention a 
few of the involvements she 
had with her children. These 
thin s she loved, for she. loved 
her children dearly. 
Verna made a difference in all 
who came in contact with her. 
You could not have met a 
kinder "lady." Verna touched 
hearts in a way that only she 
could do. 
Verna leaves behind to 
cherish her memory her 
husband, George Selden, Jr., 
Victorville, CA; three sons, 
Bradley Douglas, San 
Bernardino, George III, 
Victorville, and Jefferey Logan 
(step-son), Sacramento, CA; 
one daughter, Gena, of 
Victorville, CA; four 
grandchildren, one aunt, Joyce . 
Oliver, NY; two cousins, 
Ronnie and Reggie Oliver, NY; 
one sister, Gail McCollugh, 
VA; nieces, nephews, and a 
host of caring and loving 
relatives alld fri~J:t~. 
America 
Says No To 
Reparations 
B lacks cannot sue the federal government for damages or an apology for slavery 
and racial discrimination, a 
U.S. federal appeals court 
ruled. 
Attorneys from the Lawyers' 
Committee for Civil Rights had 
argued that the 13th 
Amendment, which abolished 
slavery, also authorized federal 
couns to intervene when 
congressional action 
perpetuates the effects of 
slavery. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals, in its 3-0 ruling, 
reached the same conclusion as 
dozens of lower-court judges 
who have considered similar 
reparations claims. 
The seven plaintiffs cannot 
seek damages for the 
enslavement of their ancestors, 
cannot require the courts to 
correct allegedly discriminatory 
acts by Congress, and failed to 
point to specific government 
actions that violated their rights, 
said the opinion by Judge 
Pamela Rymer. 
Individuals who complain 
about historic or current societal 
discrimination lack the standing 
and legal authority "to pursue 
claims in court arising out of 
the government's failure to do 
right as (they see) it," Rymer 
said. 
The suit, one of a group of 
similar claims filed in the last 
several years, sought more than 
dlrs 100 million in damages, a 
figure along the lines ot 
reparations Congress awarded 
to Japanese-Americans interned 
during World War Il. 
Samuel Patterson, chairman 
of the Reparations Committee 
for African-Americans, which 
drafted the lawsuits, said he was 
not surprised by the ruling: 
''You're not going to get 
anything from a pig but a 
grunt." 
NAACP To Award 
Community Pioneers 
. : • ~ " '~ ~:i!~11f .. '-':<::,,,,,,@:;":;:::::::::::::;:::,::-:,:;,~:,;~ ••. ·:~:,, 
Sam Martin 
The NAACP will be host-ing the Annual Pioneer Awards Banquet at 6:00 
p.m. on December 9, 1995, a 
ceremony to honor those who 
have demonstrated outstanding 
commitments and contributions 
to making education more 
accessible in the community. 
"This year we felt an empha-
sis on education would be 
important because it's our only 
hope for the future. All of our 
recipients have been selected 
for enhancing education in our 
community," said Connie 
· :,Garrett, NAACP President. 
"After 85 years in existence 
this banquet supports our con-
tinuing theme: 'Our strength is 
in our living history: Still 
focused - Still moving for-
ward," said Garrett. The event 
is scheduled to take place at 
California State University, San 
Bernardino in the Upper 
Commons Room. 
Two of the award recipients 
for this year include Nancy 
Reardan, a civil rights attorney 
and Sam Martin, a publisher 
and community activist. 
Reardan, who specializes in 
cases involving discrimination, 
has worked on two cases 
involving the San Bernardino 
and San Diego school districts. 
In the case against the San 
Bernardino School District the 
cgui:_t ruled in Reard~ 's favor 
iii::-~:·: 
and granted a court order to end 
segregation and implement 
Affinnative-Action in the hiring 
of school personnel. 
Martin, who has been a resi-
dent of San Bernardino since 
1942, has been the recipient of 
state and regional service 
awards. He is the co-founder of 
the Precinct Reporter, and 
founder of the Black Voice 
News and American News. 
Additionally, Martin is one the 
founders of the Black History 
Committee, a group which 
holds public educational events 
on the history of the Black 
Community. 
The San Bernardino chapter 
of the NAACP was founded in 
1941. In addition to the award 
recipients, ten San Bernardino 
elementary school students 
named in 1972 civil · suit will 
also be recognized along with 
Black school board members. 
Issues & Opinions 
The Black Voice News 
DEAR EDITOR: 
In a recent (November 23rd) article, the Black Voice News 
reported the results of KUCR'S "Soul on Sunday" Second Annual 
On-Air Black America Election. Among those results, listeners 
overwhelmingly supported (79% !) Affirmative Action policies. 
As most of you know in July of this year the Regents of the 
University of California voted to eliminate Affirmative-Action 
pertaining to admissions, hiring and private contracting. 
If you believe that this decision was irresponsible and 
shortsighted, please take a few minutes out of your day to phone 
the Regents who voted to eliminate Affirmative Action and let ·, 
them know how you feel. 
Their names and telephone numbers are: Clair .Burgener (619) 
756-4546, Glenn Campbell (415) 723-2056. Frank W. Clark, Jr. 
(213) 683-6500, Ward Connerly (916) 456-4784, John G. Davies 
(619) 223-1155, Tirso del Junco, M.D. (213) 666-5757, S. Sue 
Johnson (909) 686-4560, Meredith J. Khachigian (714) 492-1951, 
Leo S. Kolligian (209) 226-9360, Howard H. Leach (415) 443-
4310, David S. Lee (408) 942-4088, Velma Montoya (202) 606-
5377, S. Stephen Nakashima (408) 246-0246, Dean A. Watkins 
(415) 813-2202, and Pete Wilson (916) 323-7134. 
Your voice CAN make a difference! 
Thank You 
Leonard W. Hill 
Hints For Good Health 
Our Bodies 
By Dr. Ernest Levister 
• Don't use the new 
polyurethane condoms. 
Several studies have found that 
polyurethane is more likely to 
tear during use (7 to 9% of the 
time) than American made 
latex condoms (2%). 
• Black males with tight 
curly hair find that shaving 
causes bumps that are actually 
ingrown hairs. To avoid this, 
shave in the direction of hair 
growth: going against the 
grain may give you a closer 
shave, but is more likely to 
cause ingrown hairs. Shave 
after showering, applying 
warm towels to the face since 
warm water encourages 
ingrown hairs to pop up. 
• Yes, it is important not only 
to have an advance directive 
(which includes a living will) 
in case of medical emergency, 
but also make sure it is 
accessible and your doctor 
knows about it. Give a copy to 
the doctor as well as a close 
relative or care giver. 
• A recent study of more than 
3,000 Danish women found 
that long term smoking (more 
than 30 years)moderately 
increases the risk of breast 
cancer. Moreover, smokers 
develop breast cancer on the 
average 8 years earlier than 
non-smokers. 
• It's true that most fatal 
heart attacks occur between 
6:00 a.m. and noon. This is 
because blood platelets which 
are responsible for clotting are 
stickiest in the morning. A 
coated aspirin a day will help 
prevent this, though there are 
some contraindications which 
you should discuss with your 
personal physician. 
.Blake Eulogized From The Front Page 
the street in Los Angeles in the middle of an overdose, I began 
calling on the name of Jesus. A man helped me, took me to his 
house and gave me a glass of milk. I was still very sick and I 
continued to call on the name of Jesus. Each time I did I became a 
little more sober." 
. R~v. Gibson said with anguish in his voice, "we can't continue 
m this drunken stupor. Gangbanging ain't about nothing. Don't 
worry about the woodpecker on the outside when you have 
termites living on the inside. It is time to wake up brothers!" 
He called the police action against Black men, "Ethnic Cleansing". 
And he called Blake brave when he went in to face Koon "I 
extended an olive branch to Koon and he didn't want to speak to 
me.". 
Rev. ~utl.er and Rev Gibson agreed the police were wrong for not 
all~wmg someone to. negoti.ate with Blake. "There is no way the 
pohce should have killed this man without going to his father and 
mother and giving them a chance to talk to him," they said. 
Rev Gibson said, "we are going to the Mayor or the Sheriff but we 
can't go loaded. Put down the dope and pick up some hope. Put 
down your gun and pick up a ballot. Put down the rags and pick up 
a Bible!" 
''The Lord had a message, he used Blake to reach the people. We 
need to start by voting. We can get rid of the Supervisor, the chief 
of police, the Sheriff and pick City Council members. Blake died 
taking a stand. You have got to come to Jesus. It is time to stand up 
and be counted," he concluded. 
CORRECTION: Last week it was reported that Investigator Mark 
Lohman reportedly asked the family of Randall Tolbert to move 
away from the residents of the half way house. Lohman said he 
never spo~e to the family. His duty was only to speak to the 
news media, except that night when citizens asked him when they 
could return to their homes. We're sony for the error. 
Christmas tavings At OIHJDWibb 
TOYS, Name Brands, Most in Original Packages, Latest Styles, 
Large Selection, 
Ouistmas Gifts Supplies ... Wide Selection & Low Prices 
•Bikes •Skate Boards 
•Coloring Books • Window Decorations 
•Wrap, Boxes & Ribbon •Garland & Tinsel 
•Gifts for the the entire Family •Christmas Cards 
Wish List lmiwing (fur a boy & a girU , Orristmlls Stocking fiiltd with Toys Vlllued at 
S100 - Deronbu 10th, 1:00 PM 
Bring the Kids ... Santa Claus will be at the Goodwill 
Stores, Sun., Dec. 10, 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
IOODWl.l. Your Holiday Stor• 
Quality, Va lua, Low PrlcN 
8120 PlLil LANI 
(1 llloc:II. E. of We1annan oll 3rd StrNtj 
Store Houra: M-S 9-6, Sun. 12•5 
J 
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What We Want From Our Schools 
By John Cawthorne 
Vice President 
National urban League 
The nineteenth century orator and educator, Booker T. Washing-ton, described the 
burning passion that newly 
freed African-American slaves 
possessed for knowledge 
through education in his now 
American classic book !IR 
From Slavety, 
''This experience of a whole 
race beginning to go to school 
for the first time," wrote Wash-
ington, "presents one of the 
most interesting studies that 
has ever occurred in connection 
with the development of any 
race. Few people who were not 
right in the midst of the scenes 
can form an exact idea of the 
intense desire which the people 
of my race showed for an edu-
cation. It was a whole race try-
ing to go to school." 
Certainly, if our children are 
io be standarQ-bearers and role 
models in the coming century, 
the spirit of the Washington era 
must be rekindled in the hearts 
and minds of every African-
American child. 
They must view learning and 
education not simply as a bor-
ing chore, but as a wondrous, 
enlightening adventure, con-
stantly giving birth to new 
ideas and innovative concepts. 
African-American children, 
indeed, should be made aware 
of the great classical period in 
theif history; which dates back 
to ancient Egypt and the civi-
lizations of Ethiopia, however, 
this is not enough. 
A clear understanding of 
what young people need to be 
competitive in modern-day 
society must also be taught 
daily. 
Parents, children, and com-
munities must work together to 
ensure that our schools become 
havens for growth, tolerance, 
and productivity. 
When we connect as a fami-
ly, we demonstratt: what 
schools should be doing with 
our children - helping them 
connect their pasts to their 
futures. 
As many know, the National 
Urban League, and its 114 affil-
iates, has as its mission, to 
ensure that low-income chil-
dren have the academic and 
social skills necessary to com-
pete in the 21st century; to fos-
ter economic self-sufficiency 
for their families; and to pro-
mote racial inclusion and 
understanding. 
We believe that: 
Families and schools have 
similar obligations. 
They define the tasks chi}.: 
dren are required to do. 
They identify the authorities 
children are expected to 
respect. 
They devise rewards and 
consequences for children's 
actions. 
They define the groupings 
that are acceptable. 
They organize how children 
are expected to use their time, 
and certainly, both determine 
how to evaluate children's 
learning. 
Our goal is to work with 
schools and families to create 
new educational structures that 
incorporate and reflect home, 
community and school experi-
ences and priorities. 
W.E.B. Dubois once wrote: 
"Teachers cannot be pedants or 
dilettantes; they cannot be mere 
technicians and higher artisans; 
they have got to be social 
statesmen and statesmen of 
high order. The student body of 
such schools has got to be 
selected for something more 
than numbers. We must con- ' 
centrate upon young women 
and wen of ability, vision and 
will." ·: 
When parents, children and 1 
educators meet these goals we 
can sing mightily the words of 
noted 19th century educator, 
Anna Julia Cooper: "Only the 
black woman (Black person) 
can say when and where I 
enter, in the quiet undisputed 
dignity of my womanhood 
(personhood), without violence 
and without suing or special 
patronage, then and there the 
whole race enters with me." 
News Around The Nation Black Publishers To 
Meet In Nassau 
this January," stated William 
Reed, executive director of the 
National Newspaper Publishers 
Association (NNPA), in 
announcing the organization's 
MidWinter Workshop date. The 
56-year-old NNPA will hold its 
winter meeting at the Marriott 
Resort and Crystal Place in 
Nassau, The Bahamas, Jan. 24 
-28. 
Gang Violence Is 
Major Health 
Problem 
The number of deaths from 
gang-related street violence 
could top automobile accidents 
in the U.S. by 2003, according 
to a new study. The study, 
based on 7,288 gang-related 
homicides in Los Angeles 
found that deaths from such 
violence rose from 18 percent 
in 1979 to 43 percent in 1994. 
In 1979, firearms were used 
71.4 percent of the time in 
gang-related homicides; that 
percentage had grown to 94.5 
percent by 1994. 
Massachusetts 
Urged To Halt Aid To 
Unwed Teen Moms 
In spite of efforts of national 
and local advocates of social 
safety net programs, unwed 
teenage mothers in 
Massachusetts could find their 
cash assistance terminated, if 
Gov. William F. Weld (R) has 
his way. Weld is the first state 
leader to propose using 
legislation pending before 
Congress to cut off Aid to 
Families with De pendent 
Children to unwed mothers 
under 18. About 160,000 
babies are born annually to 
unwed mothers 17 and under in 
the U.S. and about 11,000 of 
these are born to mothers under 
age 15. Nearly every state has 
already modified its AFDC 
program under special 
authority granted by the federal · 
Health and Human Services 
Department. 
CORE Calls For 
"Peace in Nigeria" 
Roy Innis, national chairman 
of the Congress for Racial 
Equality (CORE) recently held 
a peace vigil in front of 
TransAfrica headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. calling for 
"dialogue and engagement in 
Africa." Innis contends that 
TransAfrica and other 
organizations, such as 
Greenpeace, are a pan of a 
"well-financed and coordinated 
'putsch• to destabilize Nigeria" 
and is calling for "constructive 
engagement" instead of 
confrontation. Innis says that 
the program against Nigeria is 
about "the control" Britain still 
wishes to exercise over the 
Nigerian people and economy. 
White Writer Praises 
Farrakhan 
In a syndicated article writer 
Nicholas Von Hoffman praised 
Louis Farrakhan and his 
Million Man March. Von 
Hoffman, whose articles appear 
in over 200 newspapers, said: 
"The key element in 
Farrakhan's message is that, 
'For as the body without the 
spirit is dead, so faith without 
works is dead also' (I James, 
2:26). Jive talk not the Lord. 
Get a haircut and a shave and a 
job. then do your job as 
husband and father. It is a 
lesson that many black public 
figures have been preaching for 
years. Booker T. Washington 
was urging members of his race 
to do 100 years ago. Jesse 
Jackson has been saying many 
of the same things, but Jackson 
has long since reduced himself 
to a man dancing on the 
pavement for white people's 
chump change. The message 
has always been that 'we as a 
race must do for ourselves.' 
The Million Man March was an 
astonishing manifestation of 
that. It could not have 
happened without vast change 
in the African-Americans of the 
world. Putting something close 
to a million bodies in the same 
place at the same time is a 
piece of organizational work of 
Homeric proportions. The 
march cancels out the old 
assumption that blacks cannot 
mobilize themselves on a 
national scale." 
"As the representative voice 
of Black America we expect 
that all of the nation's 
leadership individuals and 
organizations will be in 
attendance to discuss the status 
of the African-American 
agenda, on a local and national 
level, when we meet in Nassau 
1r!h~ m~~~ ·w@n~~ !§11~§~ 
fttlala•Ellplnl ......... ~ 
Established in January of 1972 
11,c Black Voice New1 u a wcddy p,bluhcd on 1lu1ndlly•by Hanly Brown and 
A11oc:iatea, P.O. 8oJl 1581, Riverside., California 92502. We may be reached in 
Rivenide at (909) 682-6070. 3585 Main Street, Suile 201, Rivenide, 92501 and in San 
Bcmudino at (909) 889-0506, 1583 West BalClinc, San Bernardino, CA 92411. 
The Black Voice New• oclla is- per a,py. Subeaipcion rate ii $35.00 per year. Out 
ol lllale 111becription ia $45.00 per year. 
Adjudicated, a legal ncwapapcr of gcncml cira.elation on July 8, 1974 Caac Number 
108890 by the Superior Cowt of Rivenidc Counl)'. 
11,c objcc&ivc oflbc Black V0tcc New, ii to oommunicate information to all mem-
bers ol the Inland Empire. 
Scmca publi1hcd in The Black Voice New1 do not neccuarily reflect lhe policic1 noc 
the opiniou of the pubwhen. The Black Voice New, u euditcd by lhe Cenification 
Verification Publications Service (CVPS). We have over 35,000 rcadcn per week. 
The Bladt Voice New, u alao a member ol lhc Weit Coaot Blaclc Publishen 
Auociation and lhc National Newapapcr Publiahen Auoc:iation (NNPA). We n:ICIVe 
the right to edit or n:wmc all atorica 111bmiu.cd for p,blication. 
CREDO OF THE BLACK PRESS 
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California Brings High-Technology 
To The Fight Against Smog 
The State of California is bringing high-technology to the on-
going battle to rid the air of 
vehicle emissions. The newest 
high-tech weapon in the clean 
air arsenal is the Remote 
Sensing Device (RSD). 
Recent federal mandates 
require every state with 
polluted air to strengthen its 
vehicle emissions testing 
programs, and to become more 
effective in identifying and 
either repairing or removing 
from the road "polluters" --
vehicles with the dirtiest 
exhausts. 
K. Martin Keller, Chief of 
the Department of Consumer 
Affairs/Bureau of Automotive 
Repair, said, "the largest 
amount of all vehicle 
emissions in California are 
produced by only a small 
percentage of the cars. For the 
Smog Check II program to 
succeed, is vital that we 
identify those cars as easy as it 
sounds, because the most 
harmful emissions are often 
invisible to the eye. RSDs will 
help us to identify those cars." 
A total of ten RSDs will be 
deployed throughout California 
by the end of September 1995. 
RSDs combine infrared 
technology with high-speed 
photography to identify the 
highest-emitting vehicles. 
RSD units -- housed inside 
vans or trailers, and sometimes 
stationary -- wilJ be set up on 
major thoroughfares. 
Vehicles drive through an 
infrared beam projected across 
the roadway. The detector 
takes multiple measurements in 
less than a second.and sends 
the data to a computer inside 
the unit. The computer 
calculates levels of carbon 
monoxide, hydrocarbons and 
carbon dioxide in the exhaust. 
At the same time, a high-speed 
video camera takes pictures of 
the passing vehicle, including 
the license plate. 
Keller said a vehicle will 
have to be identified more than 
once as a gross polluter before 
the state takes any action. "At 
that point," he noted, "we will 
mail a notice to the vehicle's 
owner that gives step-by-step 
instructions on action that 
needs to be taken to bring the 
car into compliance with 
vehicle emission standards. 
RSDs use Non-Dispersive 
Infra-Red (NDIR) technology, 
which has been used to 
monitor industrial exhaust 
stacks since the early 1960s. 
The first remote sensing device 
to use this technology was 
developed by Lockheed for the 
Air Resources Board, under a 
grant from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency, in the late 1970s. 
Although the device showed 
potential, emissions readings 
from the device were 
inconsistent. 
The first successful remote 
sensing device for automotive 
use was developed by the 
University of Denver in 1987. 
Today, two firms manufacture 
the devices; Hughes Aircraft 
Company's Santa Barbara 
Research Center, subsidiary of 
General Motors, and Remote 
Sensing Technologies, a 
division of Envirotest Inc. 
The State of California plans 
to contract for approximately 
20 RSDs to be in operation by 
the end of 1996. Currently, 
about 40 of the units exist in 
world . In addition to 
California, they are located in 
the Alaska, North Carolina, 
New Mexico, Arizona, 
Thailand, Sweden, Austria and 
Canada. 
In California, the units will 
be placed at sites determined 
through a complex formula 
which takes into account such 
factors as the amounts of 
traffic, whether most vehicles 
passing the site tend to be 
cruising, accelerating or 
decelerating, and he slope of 
the roadway. 
Moreno Valley Student Prepares 
For Her Future 
Community's Support ~ives Ander~on Reason To Smile 
Fonza and Cassandra Fields are new residents to Moreno Valley. Fonya, 
a United States Marine, moved 
his family to Moreno Valley 
after being stationed at Camp 
Pendleton Air Force Base. 
The Fields have two children 
of their own and are foster par-
ents to four children. All are 
stand-out students, but one in 
particular, LaToya Amos, has 
excelled in her academic life 
and now has hopes of excelling 
in a modeling career. 
eventually graduate from med-
ical school. LaToya is a very 
talented young woman. She is 
experienced in dancing .for 
videos, Hawaiian dance, cheer-
leading and flags. She has been 
taking modeling classes at 
Nouvou in Moreno Valley. 
Through a successful modeling 
or acting career LaToya hopes 
to be in a financial position to 
pay her own way through col-
lege. Said Cassandra Fields, "It 
feels good to know that she 
wants to help me pay for her 
education, and that she is taking 
the steps to prepare for her 
future." 
Willie Garrett of Best Yet Promotions, would like to thank 
the people who worked so 
diligently to support the 
incoming council person, Betty 
Dean Anderson to the Sixth 
Ward of San Bernardino City. 
We are delighted to announce 
that without the strategic work 
of many, thts accomfdishment 
would not be realized;. Namely, 
Reggie Greene arrd James 
Sweeney, Campaign 
Consultants, were instrumental 
in getting the mail - ballot 
process established. 
Garrett states that out of 
more than 25 years in 
campaign involvement and 
campaign management, 
Anderson has been, by far, the 
MATHEMAGI<;IAN'S 
CORNER 
by Framar "Lee" Stenson 
One of the most beautiful 
applications of mathematics is 
Computer Science. Computers 
depend on mathematics for 
their vary operation. As you 
probably know, computers 
utilize programs an 
subprogr~s called algorithms 
to tell the computer what to do. 
These algorithms are based on 
mathematical relationships. 
' The computer utilizes and 
interesting branch of 
mathematics called Boolean 
algebra to compare algorithmic 
instructions to commands that 
exist internally. Boolean 
algebra involves statements 
like "true" and "false" as well 
as logical operators such as 
"and, "or'', "not" and "xor." 
This decade is an exciting 
time for Computer Science 
!because a lot of 
groundbreaking changes are 
happening. Many of these 
changes are in part due to 
advances in processor speed 
and storage capabilities. One 
area that is gaining tre~endous 
momentum is the development 
of Artificial Intelligence. Yes, 
I am talking about computers 
that actually think for 
themselves and perform human 
reasoning based on "Neural 
Networks" that resemble the 
human brain. 
I would be less than a 
Mathemagician ifl did not give 
. you a puzzle to challenge and 
' tease your mind. This weeks 
puzzle is very sexy. If I have 
, the numbers 0,1,2,3,4,5,67,8, 
' and 9 arrange them by using 
addition and subtraction so that 
the sum to be 1. (example: 
. ' ,L-_ _,_ ________ _. 
t, , ',' 
,# j 
Wlllle Garrett, Betty Anderson, Mohamed Cooper, and Juanita Scott. 
easiest person to work with. willingly walked door to door 
Anderson has shown interest in the entire ward, rode in car 
and concern for all residents in caravans and attended all 
the 6th Ward. She was always meetings that were asked of 
ready and willing to do what them. Anderson has said that 
was asked. Anderson and her she wants to bridge the gap and 
family along with m~y others have the Sixth Ward residents 
~~-~r~:.~ r.~:w..:r.~r-~ tr,~ {>{"~/:".;•:;.:":--·\"f-_'N•:· .-,~/"-:·.:~---·~:•:- ,. •· •·-~:--... ~c:,;• "' .-,;. ····•b· · --~. -·'}-:;:V'::::'.."'•:• ::::;:$~~~1:·,;• 
-:-~{ .- . 
,•.-i:-, . . 
Bishop Vinton Anderson. 
Bishop Vinton Anderson 
Speaks At Allen Chapel 
B ishop Vmton Anderson, Prelate of the 5th Episcopal District, was 
the guest speaker Sunday, for the 
debt retirement of Allen Chapel 
A.ME. Church in Riverside. He 
additionally was in the speaker 
Saturday evening at the celebra-
tion of the 35th Anniversary of 
Rev. B.W. Inghram in Barstow 
CA. 
Bishop Anderson spoke from 
Luke 2:14. The Elusive Dream. 
"We are gripped with fear. So 
much we say is rhetoric. We talk 
peace but peace remains an elu-
sive dream. Peace on earth is an 
elusive dream. We think we can 
make it for ourselves. I'm here 
to say, everything that I have 
Jesus gave it to me. . . .Peace 
doesn' t come without condi-
tions. We must please God to 
have peace. Jesus must be the 
center of your life. God will 
make your peace. 
Bishop Anderson congratulat-
ed pastor Shermella Garrett-
Egson for her accomplishments. 
She is the first woman to serve 
as president of the Southern 
California Ministerial 
Association. One of two dele-
gates to the Annual Quadrennial 
and Secretary for the Bishop's, 
Southern California Conference. 
"She makes history," he said. 
"She is also to be commended 
for retiring the debt of the 
church." Allen Chapel, and all 
of its properties are now free and 
clear. 
come together and work for the 
betterment of the city. She 
said , "We must unite and 
coalesce around the issue of 
crime elimination and bring 
integrity back to City Hall. It is 
important for all to be heard 
and I want to represent you 
well." 
I n , If 
LaToya, 16 years-old, is a 
student at Valley View High 
School in Moreno Valley, with 
I , • --.r. " 1 • 
. a 3.2 gpa., After graduauon she 
, plans tO attend .Ua.A, and 
CHINO HILLS FORD 
When you buy Preferred Equipment Package 402A. 
Major Standard Equipment: 
• 3 .0L EFI V-6 Engine • Electronic AM/FM Stereo 
• Automatic Overdrive • ?-Passenger Seating 
Transmission with Dual Captain's Chairs 
When you buy Preferred Equipment Package 686A. 
Major Standard Equipment: 
• 5.0L EFI V-8 Engine • Privacy Glass 
• Electronic 4-Speed Automatic • Interior EnhancemenV 
Transmission Light Group 
• Power Steering • Tachometer 
• 4-Wheel Anti-lock Brakes • Interval Wipers 
• Driver Air Bag•• • Deep Dish Forged Aluminum 
• Air Conditioning Wheels 
• Speed Control/Tilt Steer ing • Rear Cargo Light 
• Cloth Captain 's Chairs with • Overhead Console 
Power Lumbar • Cab Steps 
• Rear Window Defroster • Carpeted Floor Mats 
( 
• Driver Air Bag•• 





Chino Hills Ford 
4480 Chjno Hills Pkwy, Chino, CA 91 7 I 0 
(909) 393-9331 
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CBSBM Recognizes Former Superintendents At Annual Conference 
By Cheryl Brown - Black Voice News 
There are over 1000 school districts in the state of California, only 20 of them are 
headed by African-American 
Superintendents. They have 
formed an organization to 
address the critical issues in 
education through public poli-
cy as it relates to the status and 
performance of African-
American students. The 
President of the California 
African-American Superinten-
dents is Rex Fortune, 
Superintendent of Center 
Unified School District. The 
Superintendents and the 
Coalition of California Black 
School Board Members last 
week recognized former super-
intendents of public schools in 
California at a reception spon-
sored by Francis and Anderson 
Architects, held in Long Beach 
at the California School Board 
Association's annual confer-
ence. Some have retired others 
have left the state for other 
positions, many remain open to 
consult with school districts. 
Former Rialto Superintendent, 
Dr. Marlin Foxworth, made 
introductions and spoke on the 
urgency of the issues in educa-
tion. He is now Superintendent 
of Hayward USD. 
Also honored by the 
Superintendents was Hardy 
Brown, retired San Bernardino 
Trustee. Brown received two 
recognitions at the conference. 
TheoilierwasfromfueSan 
Bernardino County educators. 
Dennis Mobley, Trustee, Rialto 
USD, said Brown was a true 
leader, and cited some of the 
educational accomplishments 
he achieved in the last 12 
years. 
role model and successful busi- to another. This is why he said, 
nessman." His concern at this "I don't hate the fact we had 
t ime in his life is to see that tough assignments." They 
everyone is treated fairly. He helped develop him into what 
also told the story of how he he is today. 
became the top educational Dr. Lavonia Steele, (former-
head in the state. He traveled ly) Lynwood Unified School 
into the smallest communities District and Berkeley USD, 
and talked to people about edu- "remember we are not an 
eating children, and not just employment agency. 
any children. He made the mes- Remember why we are 
sage very clear. Because he has here, THE KIDS." 
met with people all over the Dr. Leonard Osborne, (for-
State, and has kept in contact merly) Grant Union High 
with many, he admonished, the School District remarked, ", set 
crowd, to be careful of putting examples, anyone who looks 
all Whites in the same bag. like yourself, of all people, 
"We cannot categorize all should never deny children of a 
Whites," he said. He pointed future." He was referring to 
out that it is a Black man who the obstacles that face Black 
is leading the fight to do away '; · people which have been so 
with Affirmative Action. The great that we should help every 
Intergroup Relations Office child to attain success in school 
was set up to help districts to because of the way we have 
understand the (racial) prob- been treated. He too comment-
lems we have. The whole office ed that Dr. Wilson Riles set 
has been eliminated. examples for others to follow. 
He told the story of how the Hardy Brown was presented 
community where he lived his award by the incoming 
would not let him feel sorry for President of the California 
himself when he lost both of School Board Association, 
his parents before he was 14 Becky Sergeant. She told of 
years old. He was in a segregat- how Brown was responsible for 
ed system and no teacher ever one of the organization's most 
told him he couldn't learn. successful conferences, last 
"Yes, you can learn, algebra, year. He is the first school 
geometry, trigonometry, they board member to receive such 
would say. I owe the children. I an award. He admonished the 
must continue to show the way, group to "Pass it on. The rea-
to lead them on," he said. son we are in the shape we are 
Ted Kimbrough, formerly of in is because we failed to tell 
Compton and now the head of the story," he said. 
Chicago's Public Schools gave Others to be awarded are: Dr. 
credit to the former superinten- Hazel Mahone, (formerly) 
dents in education. He said he Grant Union High School 
merely stood on their shoul- District, Dr. Harry Reynolds, 
ders. Eastside Union High School 
Dr. George McKenna, for- District, Chattanooga, Tenn., 
merly of Inglewood School Public Schools, Dr. Alonzo 
District said, "we are awe- Crim, Compton and Atlanta 
some. We are helping children Public Schools, Dr. Rudy Crew, 
to be succ·essful in a system Sacramento, Tacoma, New 
that was never meant to be sue- York, Dr. Lloyd Dickey, 
cessful for our children. Willowbrook Elementary SD, 
William "Bill" Murray, (for- Dr. Paul Lawrence, 
merly) Franklin-McKinley Willowbrook Elementary 
Elementary District was the School District, second 
firs, Black in the State to move African-American Superinten, 
Lavonia Ste~le, Dr. Leonard Osborne, Dr. George McKenna, Dr. WIison RIies, Ted Kimbrough, and Mr. 
William Murray. 
1980, Dr. Ruth Love, Oakland 
USD, Chicago Public Schools, 
Dr. Philip Lipson, Pasadena 
USD, John Minor, 
Ravenswood Elementary SD, 
Kansas City Schools, Dr. 
Charla Rolland, Las Lomitas 
Elementary SD, Dr. Luther 
Seabrook, Ravenswood 
Elementary SD, Dr. Charles 
Townsel, Del Paso Heights 
Elementary SD. and Dorothy 
Inghram, California's first 
Black Superintendent of 
Schools in the Mill School 
District in San Bernardino. 
More to come in the follow-
ing week : .. 
/ 
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Dr. Rex Fortune presents award 
to Ted Kimbrough, now heads up 
Chicago Publlc Schools as Dr. 
Marlln Foxworth looks on. 
In accepting the award from 
current Superintendents, each 
recipient was given time to 
respond. The granddaddy of 
them all was former State 
Superintendent, Wilson Riles. 
Riles was introduced by Dr. 
Charlie ~-Knight who said, 
"Wilson is a piece of history, a successfully from one district dent in California, 1956 to Rebecca Sergeant 
Brown. 





'95 VW PASSAT '95VWGTI 
MSRP ...................................................................... '22, 115 
FWY DISC ................................................................ ••1,000 $21,115 
VIN-e142942 
MSRP .............................. ; ....................................... '19,800 
FWY DISC .................................................................... •.500 $19,300 
ID-88753 
-
- • - - ! 1 -
l61oo Camino Real~ San Bernardino 
. ncoln_~ .Me!cury • Volkswagen 
Tax rate base.don 7.5% All ?rices ar~ plus~. license, document fees on approved credit·._ 
SubJect to pnor sale not applie.d to leases. 
.-. 
'95 PASSAT GLS 
MSRP ...................................................................... ~8,999 
FWY DISC ..................................................................... 400 $18,599 
VIN-2190!&1 
-..... 
SeRlce & Paris 
,: ------ - . 
,. - . -
Sale Ends 12/14/95 
Jetta111 GLS 
'95 VW JETTA GL 
MSRP ...................................................................... '16,100 




FIRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE 
A PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR 
Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
f:: Open 24hrs. - 7 days by AppL only 
~ Speclallzlog In: 
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1 Interlock weav 





Don't Have A 
Church! Why 
- Go To Vegas? Remodeled, historical, decorated chapel & reception halls. 
Includes minister, coordinator, organist & water fountains. 
License also available here. Holds 2-300 guests. 
BASIC WEDDING $90.00 . . 
Semi-Formal $ 125.00 Formal $250.00 
Reception Hall for Dancing & Dining $250.00 
VICTORY CHAPEL 
(909) 884-6105 
SOFTWARE MADE EASY .-"" 
@!!!!Ill II@ 
:~"-" Dps/WJodgwslP,aeMahr/ :~~~ ~Sl'.G=:'i~~ ~"""" 
. ~liu°::ri:~ 
. : ~-~ll'ulli Media 
(Wo- b o loai~•"".f:.. will bo aroo -
• Ask about our Walking Rcswnc On Disk" 
1696 W. Mill St. Unit #Hi Colton, CA 
r HA1R111INTERNATIONAL 
I Christian Atmosphere I Stylists Specializing in all Phases of Hair Care ... Tbaya It. Wison: Roc:alluucling Dunagcd Hair 
Op1ie1a A~ Lea& Hair/Special Occui0111 
I AINUa Hooper. Permanent Wavo/ Manicures I e-wai! ,,e,@· tt1ttr ta1 I F y res • ca• e • izca I 1 The Kdly Gioup Financial Dreambuilden: Amway 1a. Di1count W"Jlh Thia Co,pa,/ Boolh Ra1lals Available . 
349 W. Highland Ave.• 882-3335 
Open Tuclday-SalWday (Two Doon -t of Noyes Bakery) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Hairoots Styling Salon 
$ave on Weekly Visits 
No matter what condition your hair is in, 
weekly vi$its can help promote 
Healthier . . . Stronger . . . more Beautiful hair 
Blow/dry & Curl $25.00 reg. $30.oo 
Press & Curl $35.00 reg. $35.oo 
Freel trim 
Price includes: 
Shampoo, deep conditioner & style 
•wave nouveau •silky wrap *freeze •trench rolls 
•dry scalp/ breakage treatment 
Braids & Extensions 




Medical Weight Loss 
The New ''Phen-Fen" Program 
AeceotlY featured oo Qateljpe these two lines shad-
ed 20120. Reader's Qjqest. NBC 
• Safe. fast and Effective • No Diets • No Injections • 
No Special foods 
Physician Supervised Ronald M. Barnes, M.D. 
Board Certified Special: $75 to start this line shaded 
Evening /Sunday appts. welcomed 
(909) 424-3395 




The Golden Shears 
· ' (Perms, Curls, & Relaxers) 
6183 Magnolia Ave. 
Bldg. 5, Suite 5, Riverside 
(At The Ralph's Towncenter) 
$10 off any Chem,cal Service 





(Commission) L....,_J_JJ/_\_(j _ _, (Commission) 
Hair & Body Spa Treatments • Bridal Package • 
Wanted 
Ethnic Hair Care • Nail Care • Waxing • 
Make-up • Colour• Hair & Skin Waxing 
(909) 370-1091 
1040 S . Mt . Vernon Ave. St .. Colton 
CARS CARS CARS 
· Ask For Ray Dalton: 
909-688-6200 
r----------, I -Bair Stylist- I 
WANTED L---------.J Take advantage of having the 
opponunity to wort • one of the 
molt exdusive Hair Salons in the 
Inland F.mpire 
(909) 384-1418 
Barbee, Beauty Salon & Supplies 
244 N. "E" Street (Downtown San Bernardino) 
Law Offices Of - -
AUDREY G. OWENS 
Attorney At Law 
(909) 931-4756 
18 Years Experience 
Auto Accidents - Personal Inquiries - Slip And 
Falls - WIiis & Trusts 
818 N. MEuntain, #203, Upla_nd, CA 91786 
If it's buying or selling your home I will walk with 
you every step of the way. Home buying and home 
selling/ears can be overcome. Talk with me before 
you buy or sell your next home. I have helped 
many and I can help you. Serving the Inland 
Empire. 
GREAT VALUE 
4 BRM/2 BA • LARGE LOT 
4 BRM/2 BA • 3000 SQ FT. 
3 BRM/2.5 BA· LEFT & FAM. RM 
5 BRM/2 BA - MFG_ HM 2.5 AC 






(909) 247-2213 Ext. 150 
TRI;_STAR 
Family Dental Centre 
.. 
Dr. Lloyd B. Walker 
*** General Dentistry Dental Lab On Premises 
Same Day Repair 
Most Insurance Accepted 
Children 
Seniors 
*** 106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA 
(Comer of Rialto Ave.) 
(909) 875-1299 
Call For Your Appointment 
HOURS: M, T, TH, F: 9 • 6P.M. / 
W: 10·7 P.M. / SAT: By appointment Dr. Robert Williams 
Thursday, December 7, 1995. 
Greetings From James C. Henderson 
This Holiday Season Give Someone 
A Book To Read 
THE HOLY BIBLE 
While supplies last, Afro-Mail is offering three bibles 
for the price of one. The Nelson Regency, Gift and 
Award Bible (KJV)•$18.90; The Regency Classic 
Family Bible (KJV)•$29.95; & the Christian Heritage 
Bible (KJV)-$49.95 
Act now and receive a $98.80 value for the low 
price of $49.95. Limited one set per order. 
Afro-Mail • 2682 W. Imperial Hgwy • Box #364 
Inglewood, CA 93030·3198 
(213) 777-4906 • Voice Mail (213) 941-4003 
Price per set• $49.95 Shipping•$6.95 
CA residents add 8.25% 
Name ____________ _ 
Address 
City _____ S.tate __ Zip __ _ 
Phone# L_) __________ _ 
YALC DESIGNS 
African Fashions 





The Roots of Africa 
Specializing in 
*African Artifacts• 





320 N. •e• Street, #100C 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
5250 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Hours: Monday - Thursday, 
11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
(909) 351-6934 
Banquet facilities available for any 
occasion. 
~11,.:s.~ ~,11~~1.rs::t -w©JR~~-= w-.1~,~,r.~ Jala Hair Product• , _..._ Jala Umousine Service - · Hair Weaving Riallo & Pepper 
Tun-Sat. (909) 686-9701 
9:00 am - 6:00 pm RVR (909) 686-9938 
Sun & Mon by Appl . Only 
The Inland Empires Ne'IMS in Black and ,•:, itJ (fl 
ijttll i.e 's 4fl[emoria1 arqapel 
··:::1111111111111 
11••· 
111111111111 :111 I' 
., 
Complete Funeral Services 
~ 0 Cremations 
. K ~ Bwial Insurance 
Prearranged funeral planning 
(909) 889-0081 
15117 Wen Buellne, San Bernardbio 
Darren <;. Polin, Sr.• Manager 
Eaglelite Beauty Salon 





4129 Ma.in St. 
Suiu 200 
:Riversiae, CA 92501 
(909) 369-0272 
2824 Rialto Ave. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
HAIR DFSIGNS 
Barber-N-Beau Salon 
FAoes (ALL~'!!r";:==SPE=a=A=L=12=1NG~==::;-1-PRPlf,Ess-N-CuRL AFROS . EYEBROW ARCH 
TEXTURIZERS ~ STYLE CUTS • 
BEARD TRIMS FLAT IRON 
SHAVES FRENCH ROI.LS 
CURLS WRAPS 
RELAXERS ~ FREEZES 
~ BalNI' Stylllt-RON 
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL 1338 Wassad1Jse11s·Ave., Rilnde, CA 92507 
Victorvil(e Offill 
15402 W. Sage St. 
Suiu 103 
Victorvu(e, CA 92392 
(619) 241--0889 
Dowe, Quai( & Barnes 
Att At La. 
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The Black Voice News 
Phil And Brenda 
Nicholas In Full Concert 
On December 10, 1995, . gospel recording artist, Phil & Brenda 
"Nicholas" will return to the 
Inland Empire in full concert. 
The concert, to be held at 
Ecclesia Christian Fellowship, 
1314 Date Street, San 
Bernardino (off the 30 freeway 
East & Del Rosa exit), will 
begin at 6:00 p.m. 
Pastors, treat yourselves and 
your congregation to a pre-hol-
iday concert. Nicholas will 
sing selections from their latest 
release "Fire It Up!" (and a few 
of the older songs, too!). 
For more information, call 
(909) 881-5551. 
Quinn AME To Host Holiday Revival 
The Ministerial Staff of Quinn AME Church is 
hosting a Holiday Revival, 
"Jesus is Our Joy," to continue 
through December 8th at 7:00 
p.m. Supporting ministries are 
St. Paul AME Church, San 
Bernardino, Allen Chapel 
AME Church, Riverside, and 
Bethel AME Church, Fontana. 
The revival is sponsored by 
Rev. Frank Gray, and the 
ministerial staff of Quinn AME 
FAMILY CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
945 E. Foothill Blvd. 
(Between Cedar & Cactus) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 820-7673 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
- Rev. Carl Alexander, Rev. 
Amanda Speed, Rev. Willie 
Harris, and Rev. Dimitri 
Whitman. The public is 
invited. Quinn is located at 
22920 Alessandro Blvd., , 
Moreno Valley, CA. For more ' 





Sunday School."".---···· ...... 9:30 a.m. Bishop Leon Martin 
Mo~ Worship:·-.. •·· .. ··-····-··11:00 a.m. ~ Bible Study 
Evening Worship ____ ...... 6:00 p.m. d 11 00 l P. ues ay ··-.. ·----- : a.m. 
ntercessory rayer: ursday ... - .... ----11:00 a.m. 
Daily ----------9:00 a.m. Family Night 
Monday Evening·------7:00 a.m. ursday ·----·--·7:00 p,m. 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
22920 Allessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
(Allessandro & Frederick) 
(909) 653-5560 




Rev. Frank Gray 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 




3100 N. State Street, San 
Bernardino, CA 92405 
Rev. Dr. Johnnie W. Brown, 
Pastor 
(909) 887-3015 
Order of Service 
Sunday School... ............. 9:00 a.m. 
Worship ........................•. 10:00 a.m. 
2nd & 3rd Sunday Evening ...................................................... 6:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Focus on Family .......................................................... 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer ............................................ 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Celestial Choir Rehearsal .......................................... 7:00 p.m. 
Friday Nite Worship Service 1st & 2nd .................................... 7:00 p.m. 








Rl,ershk Christian Family Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
Magnolia St. 
Riverside. CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
SL John Baptist 
Rev. C. James. Pastor 
2433 10th Street 










right Star Missionary Baptist 









ML Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St 
Rubidoux, California 92509 
(909) 276-8374 

















Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church 
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 






The Uving Word Deliverance CenJer 
Pastors Harvey & Dean Jones 
7480 Sterling 
San Bernardino. CA 92408 
(909) 884-8241 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. 
PageA-6 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH 
REV. LEROI LACEY 
SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
IJ.£ ·'= 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA 
GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN 
' 
THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call (909) 688-15'10 for special advertising rates 





1156 N. "F" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 820-5944 
WORSHIP TIMES 
Sunday Worship ...... 2:00 p.m. 
PSALM 105:15: Touch Not My Anointed And Do My Prophets No Harm 
Church of Godin Christ 
Carter Memorial 
1606 W. 11th St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mnt Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder. Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Non Denominational 
Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Reginald Woods 
5395 N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909)882-3277 
Pentecostal Inc. 
Uving Faith Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor 
Bioshop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart, 
Co-Pastors 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 887•1227 / 887-38()1) 
Schedule Of Seryices 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Night 
Evangelistic Service 
Tuesday Prayer Service 






Thursday Bible Study 
Friday Choir Rehearsal 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St 




Sunday 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Worship Service 7:30 P•!11· 
Come Over To Macedonia And , 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. OUve Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible 
Study 
Prayer Meeting 7 p .m. 
ML Rose Mission Baptist Chruch 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt Vernon 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
11:00a.m. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr. Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Thursday, December 7, 1995 
CTM Productions To 
Present Plant My Feet On 
CTM Productions will present J. Strozier's "Plant My Feet on 
Higher Ground", a heartfelt poetic drama on Friday, December 15th, 
7:30 p.m., Saturday, December 16th, 11:00 a.m. through Sunday, 
December 17th, 4:30 p.m. at Lighthouse Ministry, Community 
Church & Theatre, 16779 Arrow Blvd., Fontana, CA. 
Tickets are $12.50 in advance, $15 at the door, and $10 for 
seniors. 
For ticket information call (909) 356-1055 or (909) 943-5764. 
Emotions That Distort The Image Of God 
By Mary Anderson 
When looking at a distorted and broken image of God, what ques-
tions do I ask? How about - Lord let me know you? God is not the 
image, of our earthly father. God is unique and our earthly father, 
must seek, to emulate God. Unlike our earthly father, there is no 
God. Unlike our earthly father, there is no good thing, that He the 
Heavenly Father will withhold from His child. 
Be careful these emotions will distort your image of God. They 
are l)fear/anxiety 2)guilt 3)anger and 4)self hate. These emotions 
lead to depression and negative feelings about life. 
Lack of understanding tells us to counter-act this by seeking drugs 
prescribed or otherwise the lusts of life in a variety of ways overeat-
ing and under eating and many other addictions - even shopping 
until we are dropping etcetera. 
Get in touch with the true God this season, through learning more 
about Him. Also star your children in this direction from the ages 
of birth thru six. Lessons to be learned 1) Learn to trust God, 2) · 
Learn to love God - unconditionally, 3) Learn what is faith and the 






Craig W. Johnson, Pastor 
Sunday Praise Servi.5=e ................. ..................... 4:00 P.M. 




1062 S. Foisy St. 
San Bernardino 
(909) 884-2210 
Schedule of serivces Rev. William M. Jacks 
Sunday School •..••.•......••••.....••.......... 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship .............................. 11 :00 a.m. 
Evening Worship ................................ 7 :00 p.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study .................... 7:00 p.m. 




(at Tenth Streets) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Services 10:00 a.m. 
.Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Shermella Garreu-Egson, Pastor 











New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary. Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 









Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Srudy 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
New V',sion Foursquare Gospel Pastors 
Jules Nelson, Ph.D and Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Celebration Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Ev angelic Service 6:30 p.m. 
All day fasting and prayer Tuesday 
Prayer Meeting Friday 7:30p.m. 
Tempk Missionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Tomer 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
"Faith is the substance of things hoped 
for. the evidence of things not seen." 
(see ad for worship times) 
ONTARIO 
Oli,et lnstitulional Baptist Church 
1235 E. Francis Street, Ste. J 
Ontario, CA 91761 







Free-Way Missionary Baptist Church 
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor 
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111 




Woo. Prayer Meeting 
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Valley Fellowship To Hold Christmas Variety Extravaganza 
The Valley Fellowship Church of Sev-enth-Day Adventist will hold its Annual Christmas Variety of Praise 
on Saturday, December 23rd at 11:00 a.m. 
The theme will be "Let Every Thing That 
Hath Breath Praise The Lord". The praise 
will portray the Christmas story in the 
forms of drama, sign language, liturgical 
dance, and through instrumentation; tradi-
tional music, contemporary music and a 
mass movement will be performed by vari-
ous choirs. 
The Chancel Choir of the 16th Street 
Seventh Day Adventist Church will give its 
second annual rendition of The Messiah, on 
Saturday, December 23, 1995 at 11:00 a.m. 
The performance will take place at the 
Church, 1601 W. Street in San Bernardino. 
There is no admission charge, but a free 
will offering will be lifted. All are wel-
come. 
Further inf onnation 
may be obtained by 
calling (909) 888-
The public is invited to this joyous 
music extravaganza. This event is free and 
will take place at the church at 275 E. 
Grove Street in Rialto. 
For information, call (909) 874-5851. 
Christmas For 
Real 
An original play to celebrate the birth of 
Christ, will be presented on Sunday, 
December 17th, 6:00 p.m. at 1583 W. 
Union St., San Bernardino. 
The theme of the play is "For there is 
born to you this day in the city of David a 
Savior, who is Christ the Lord." Luke 2:11. 
0084. 
For more information, please call Mar-
garet Spencer at (909) 888-2038 or (909) 
864-4490. 
Chancel Choir To 
Present "The Messiah" 






Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(9()1)) 350-9401 
Baptist 
CommuniJy Baptist Chweh 
''Come Let Us Reason Together" 






Prayer and Bible 
Study Wed. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
FontanaJuniperA,e. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 






Kandi Kane Productions will hold an 
Reverend J arnes Franklin 
Non Denominatiorwl Weekly Services: 
Loveland Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 Come & See Baptist Church 
(9()1)) 899-0777 24528 Sunnymead Blvd. 
(see ad for services) Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(9()1)) 486-4864 
MORENO VALLEY Dr. E. Jones 
Methodist School of Wisdom 
Perris VaUe1 Morning Worship 
United Methodist Church Bible Study: Wednesday 
Rev. Edward Hawthorne 
Masonic Lodge PERRIS 
21400 Johnson Ave. Baptist 
Mead Valley, CA New Hope Baptist 
Church School: 10 am Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
Worship Service: 11 am 19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
New Covenant Bible Church (9()1)) 780-7110 
P.O. Box 8831 Sunday Services 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Sunday School 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale Morning Worship 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching St., Sunday Worship 
encore performance of the hit gospel come-
dy stage play 'Talk Is Cheap" on December 
9th, 3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. at the Sturges 
Center for the Performing Arts, 780 N. 'E" 
St., San Bernardino. 
"Talk is Cheap• tells the age old story of 
people who never do what they say they 
will," says Carol Cling, Review-
Journal. 
Talk is Cheap showcases a multi-
tude of talented actors and actresses 
including: Jackie Mills, Linda 
Bartoli, and Jeff Murray. 
Tickets are $15 and $17 reserved 
seating. For more infor-
mation, call (909) 825-1055. 
Second Baptist To 
Hold Sister's Agape 
Prayer Breakfast 
The Sister's Agape Department of 
Second Baptist Church of Redlands will 
host their Second Annual Sister's Agape 
Prayer Breakfast at the Hilton Hotel in San 
Bernardino. The special guest speaker will 
be Rev. Jackie L. Green of First 
Institutional Baptist Church, Phoenix, AZ.. 
Come one - come all for an anointing expe-
rience. Donation is $15.00. All are wel-
comed! For further information or tickets, 
call (909) 793-1074. 
Finl Baptist Churelt 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Sevefllh Day Advefllist 
Pe"is Se,enth Day Adventist 
Dr. George King 
5th Street SDA 
9:30 a.m. 300 E. 5th Street 
11:00a.m. Perris, CA 92370 
7:45p.m (9()1)) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist 
Youth Program 4:00p.m. 
REDLANDS 
Second Baptist 4 
Rev. A. Green 
9:30 a.m. 420 East Stuart Ave. 
11:00 a.m. Redlands, CA 92374 
11:00 a.m. (9()1))793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
RIALTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 




Allen Chapel AME Chwch 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Baptist 
Antioch Misswnar, Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(9()1)) 688-7872 
Sunday S~hool 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Canaan Baptist Church 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
(9()1))353-1010 
. Sunday Bible Study 9:15 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11:00a.m. 
Sunday Training 6:00p.m. 
Tuesday Church 




Koinonia Community Church 
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor 
3361 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 686-7915 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Bible lnstimte 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:45 p.m. 
Weekly bible Smdy 
Tuesday: 7:00 p .m. 
Women's Fellowship 1st & 3rd 
Thursday 7:00 p .m. 
Splrllual Gro""" Churr:lt OJ God 111 
Christ 
YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
99()1)) 352-21()1) 
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m. 
Thursday, December 7, 1995 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(9()1)) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 9:15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Church Service 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(9()1)) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 9 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Devotion & Worship 10:45 a.m. 
BYPU (1st) 5:30p.m. 
Evening 6:00p.m. 
New Joy Baptist Chwch 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(9()1)) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 







The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St. 






Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(9()1)) 784-0860 
9:20 a.m .. 
9:30 a.m .. 








Elder Bobby A. Davis, Pastor 
Sunday School r 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
YPWW/Evening Service 
6:00/7:00p.m. 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
PenJecostal 
Ril'erside Faith Temple 
Revs. J . & B . Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 Comer of Ironwood and Kitching) 
(9()1)) 822-4349 (9()1)) 485-2770 Church School 9:15 a.m. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor Sunday Services 
ETHEL A.M.E CHURCH 
16262 Baseline Ave. 
















: L VELAND 
16888 Baseline Ave. 
· Fontana, CA 92336 
, (909)899-0777 
, SUNDAY WORSIDP 
LOCATION: 
' Etiwanda High School 
13500 Victoria Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Shekinah - Glory In The 
Morning 7:30 a.m. 
Loveland Primtime 9: 15 a.m. 
TABERNACLE 
CHURCH 
1168 N. Waterman Ave. 
San Bernardino 
Schedule or Services 
-Sunday School. 9:30 a.m. 
-Sunday Worship 11:00 am. 
: i -Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m. 
: -Tuesday Teep Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
: -2nd and 4th Tuesday 
, · Laymen's Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
: -Wednesday Prayer 
' I 
, Meeting & Bible Class 7:30p.J1!. 
: -Thursday-Choir .,. ~ 
~ 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Chuck Singleton, Pastor 
CHARISMATA 
"Body Life" 11:00 a.m. 
1 Rev. Roy Har 
Rehearsal 7:30 p.m. 
-Friday-Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday-Bible Class 11:00 p.m. 
-1st and 3rd Saturday 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2719 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)683-1567 
Worship Services 
M o r n i n g W o r s b i P. 8 : 0 0 
a .m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a .m. 
Rev. Williams Prayer and Bible Study Wednesday 6 : 30 p.m. 
First Baptist hurch 
288 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: {909) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship- 7:45 am 
Morning Worship - 10:45 am 
Bible Study & Choir Practice -6 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class-12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Wednesday 
Prayer Praise - 7 pm 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 











Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
Y~th Meeting_ 4:00 p.m. , 
. ---~--------------...J "Everyone Is Welcome" 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 
Nur..ery Opened 10:15 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45p.m. 
Prayer Services 7:00p.m. Pastor T. E llsw ort h 
Gan tt, II 
Life Church Of 
God In Christ 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard 




· '; Early Worship Service 8:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday · 
Pastoral Teaching 7:30 p.m. 
Pastor Ron and LaVette Gibson 
Come to Llle . .. Frld•y 
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. it will. change yourst 
Prayer: TUS4av thrmwh Frufov i:.:00 n m., 12 noon, 7:00 11.m. 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21s l Street 











Rev. Charles Brooks 
Sports 
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Claiborne and North, Knig_ht and Rubidoux Meet For CIF Title 





tennial 29-21. Title 
game set for Friday 
at Redlands. 
By LELAND STEIN ID 
BVN Spons Editor 
CORONA/NORCO - It's 
down to the final two, and both 
teams are Ivy League foes. 
Athletes on the Money Tree 
After Riverside North (13-0) 
held on to best Corona Centen-
nial (9-4) 29-21 at Corona 
High, they find themselves in a 
California Interscholastic Fed-
eration title game - Division 4 -
for the first time since 1972, 
where they lost to Temple City. 
ON THE RUN: Chris Claiborne scored three 
touchdowns in North's win. 
RIGHT TIME: Darryl Knight rushed for 118 yards in 
the Rubidoux's victory. 
Photo by Gary Montgomery-BVN Photo by David Barnes-County Record 
Rubidoux (11-2), following 
its impressive 27-14 come from 
behind win over always tough 
Norco (12-1) at Norco High, 
also find themselves in a title 
contest for the first time since 
1982. 
"Man, it makes me feel good 
to see the team go further than 
even my teams did," said ex-
Rubidoux and-now USC star 
Sammy Knight, watching 
intently from the sidelines. 
"They played their beans out. 
Now they have to do it again 
against North . . . what a game, 
East verses West." 
In halting Norco, the 
Rubidoux Falcons stopped 
short the Cougars' bid to 
become the 11th team in CIF 
history to reach four consecu-
tive title games - they lost last 
year to Moreno Valley Canyon 
Springs after winning three 
straight championship games. 
As th,e game unfolded early, 
it looked as if Norco was on its 
way towards history. The 
Cougars caught the Falcons off 
guard with an onside kick to 
start the game, and promptly 
scored to take a 7-0 lead 
< 
.-:~.,i, 
' ~-s :, 
'The way they started I said, 
'Oh my God they are going to 
blow us off the field,' " said 
Falcon Coach Wayne Cochron, 
about the surprise Cougars' 
start, "but, these kids really 
wanted it, and they've come a 
long ways to get here." 
Falcon quarterback Darryl 
Knight's 3-yard second quarter 
run tied the score at 7-7. But on 
Norco's first possession of the 
third period, Riverside Coun-
ty's leading rusher, Reggie 
Williams, broke loose on a 65-
yard run to make the score 14-7 
and this was the last lead the 
Cougars saw. 
Led by Knight's 118 yards 
rushing and two touchdown, the 
Falcons scored three unan-
swered touchdowns to shock 
the Norco faithful. 
"I just wanted to spark the 
crowd and team," said Knight, 
about his hard running effort. 
''The coaches made some good 
adjustments, and we maintained 
our composure to get it done." 
Curtis Edwards and Carlos 
Gaeta chipped in with 72 and 
49 yards, while Orshawante 
IMPACT PL~YER: Orsha-:van~e PASSING FANCY: North's Robert 
B
1
ryant (#22) is the Falcons big Farias provides a solid passing 
P ay man. attack. 
Photo by David Barnes-County Record Photo by Gary Montgomery-BVN 
Bryant, Ja'Bari Jones and 
Aaron Notarianni continually 
made big plays on offense and 
defense to fuel Rubidoux 's fire. 
Jones and his linemates were 
out weighted by Norco's col-
lege size linemen, but they held 
their ground. 
''Those guys were strong and 
big," Jones said, "but, I felt 
confident I could keep my 
courage, commitment and class. 
I just tired to keep my balance 
and do the things my coaches 
have been drilling me on." 
Of course, in North's victory 
over Centennial, Chris Clai-
borne as he's done all season 
seems to always be there when 
the Huskies needed a big play -
whether on defense or offense. 
At 5:54 of the first quarter, 
Claiborne blasted through Cen-
tennial 's defense for a 67-yard 
score. He also, placed punts 
that pinned Centennial back in 
their own territory and tnade 
crucial stops on defense when it 
was necessary. 
But, his 45-yard run to the 
one yardline after the Huskies 
had close to 23-21 with 2:26 
remaining in the game, was the 
nail that sealed the coffin. Clai-
borne scored from one yard out 
on his next carry. 
"It's a dream come true," 
said Claiborne, who finished 
with 178 yards rushing and 
three touchdowns. "It's all 
about heart . I feel I have to 
make those plays." 
Also making plays for the 
Huskies were quarterback 
Robert Farias (13 of 29 for 224 
yards and one score), Dung Le 
(89 yards on 4 catches) and 
Sam Brandon, who scored on a 
beautiful first quarter bomb 
from Farias that covered 63-
yards. 
"We can pass to open it up 
for Chris," Brandon said. 
"Also, right now we are feeling 
a sense of history going 13-0. 
We are going to be ready to fin-
Back atop the NBA: Michael Jordan and the Bulls 
SURVEYING THE RUNWAY: Michael Jordan is back wearing No. 23 and is leading the NBA in scoring. 
Clippers' Loy Vaught attempts to block Jordan's takeoff to the basket. Photo by Paul Alvarez-BVN 
ish off our goal of a CIF title." 
Centennial stayed in the 
game on the strength of a solid 
running game, featuring junior 
Damion Barton, who ran for 
147 yards. Eric Avalos also kept 
North off balance with his p~-
ing, completing 13 of 24 for 
140 yards. 
On defense linebacker 
Anthony Johnson led the way, 
but dropped an interception 
with a clear field in front of 
him. 
"I feel if I would have made 
that interception it would have 
been a key point in the game," 
Johnson said. "We had our 
chances." 
THE LITTLE FELLAS HAVE GAME TOO: Sponsored by The Riverside Park & Recreation, the 1995 
version of the Ried Park Flag Football Raiders are undefeated, but that's just icing on the cake. At this 
level, assistant coach Mark Van Zile (far left) and head coach Mike Davis (far right), realize and make 
sure the kids know that winning is not the most important lesson being taught, but development and 
confidence in each child's attitude is the goal. The kids are being taught the value of doing the right thing 
and putting in the hard work to improve, and if you do these things, more times than not you will suc-
ceed. Indeed the children are the future, let's teach them well and let them lead the way. 
by LELAND STEIN Ill 
Jordan packs Clippers' house on The Pond. 
By LELAND STEIN Ill 
BVN Sports Editor 
ANAHEIM - The 7-10 Clippers are showing 
signs of being a competitive team that will 
demand respect this year. Consider the Clips 
were 0-15 at this point last year - their current 
record , although below .500, is a major improve-
ment 
One of the new Clipper players who has fueled 
their competitive fire, forward-center Brian 
Williams, recently noted after a Clipper victory: 
"It's ok to lose to the Clipper now. We have a 
solid squad that other teams have to come correct 
to beat. ' 
Well, at the Arrowhead Pond before an arena 
record crowd of 18,321, Michael Jordan and his 
NBA best record team, the Chicago Bulls (13-2), 
came correct and earned a 104-98 victory over 
the almost ready for prime time Clippers. 
With Rodney Rodgers going down with a 
sprained ankle in the first quarter, and Stanley 
Robens and Pooh Richardson out with injuries as 
well, the Clippers put up fight good fight, even 
tying the game at 86-86 late into the fourth quar-
ter. 
Led by the in spired play of Williams (24 
points, 10 rebounds), guards Terry Dehere (2 1 
points, 12 assist) and Brent Barry (15 points) and 
foiward Loy Vaught (1 7 points, 11 rebounds), the 
Clippers gave the fans in the stands something to 
cheer about. 
But when winning time was on, Jordan did 
what he always does, rise above the crowd. His 
numbers, 37 points, 11 rebounds and five assist 
are witness enough to say his retirement from 
basketball has not diminished his skills. For fur-
ther proof, Jordan is back atop the NBA in scor-
ing at 29 points per game. 
The Auman in his return has taken the low 
road, noting that this is "Scottie Pippen 's team" 
and he "is the leader." Jordan also says that he'd 
rather ta1ce a backseat and work his way back up. 
Pippen calmly puts Jordan's remarks into per-
spective: "I appreciate the compliment, but I 
think he's being modest right now because he 
realizes that he's not back to the top of his game 
yet He doesn't feel he is (top Bull), but we all 
know he is." 
When Jordan grounded himself two years ago, 
I wrote that he would return. A eagle needs to fly. 
He just needed to step back and smell the roses. 
When Jordan retired he said: "I've reached the 
pinnacle. I've done everything I set out to do as a 
team and individually. I just don't have nothing 
left to prove." _ 
Since his retirement, Hakeem Olajuwon has 
won back-to-back titles. There are new hungry 
kids on the block - Penny Hardaway, Shaq, Reg-
gie Miller, Grant Hill, Jason Kidd etc. al. 
A competitor through and through, Jordan now 
has new challenges to fuel his flight onward. Can 
he lead the Bulls back to the promised land? Can 
he reclaim the title as the best basketball player 
in the world? Can he soar with the same grace as 
pre-retirement? 
One thing is for sure, he can still pack an 
arena. 
Travel 
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As you walk through Henry 
Ford Museum, Dearborn, MI, be 
on the lookout for signs that 
identify five of the items that 
are the work of African-Ameri-
can Innovators. 
By Cheryl Brown 
Black Voice News 
Part VI 
Detroit was a terminus for 
the Underground Railroad 
(UGR). It was the largest in the 
nation probably because of the 
large number of active mem-
bers of the UGR, also the ease 
of getting into Canada. Detroit 
started the UGR in 1836, a full 
25 years before the Civil War. 
For almost 30 years, fleeing 
enslaved people continued to 
ride the "Freedom Unlimited" 
or the "Midnight Express" into 
Detroit. 
1) lr•11rHI, W.w1 
El,drle hll•1 
IIIJIJ1 
Granville Woods was an elec-
tric al inventor and a railroad 
engineer. He patented many 
electrical systems and devices 
which modernized transporta-
tion. One of his important 
inventions was an overhead 
wheel and pole which extended 
fl't'm the top of a street car. The 
wheel ~ known as a troller or 
trolley ~ drew electricity from a 
power line overhead to run the 
motor. 
1) l11t/r,w •••rt! 
••I• C.r e..,,,,,, •nle, 
11,, 
Andrew Beard patented this 
invention for connecting train 
cars in 189'), The Car Coupling 
Device was a major boost for 
transportation and safety for 
railroad workers. This impor-
tant device provided a safer 
means for workman to add or 
take away cars as needed. 
3) l•rntt Mtr,.11 
••mes,,,,., 
111, 
Garrett Morgan, a Cleveland 
businessman, is credited with 
the 1923 invention of the first 
four-way traffic signal. His 
original design resembled a rail-
road semaphore. The anns of 
device were printed with STOP 
and GO, and could be raised 
and lowered mechanically. 
Morgan l~ter added colored 
lights for greater visibility. 
Traffic signals such as Morgan's 
were important because' autos 
and buses created public safety 
problems during the 1920s. 
Morgan also patented a breath-
ing device or 'gas masks" for 
use by American troops during 
World War I. 
• J u.11 ,.,,,.,, 
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Lewis Latimer patented an 
improved method for making 
electric lamp filaments while 
working for electrical inventor 
Hiram Percy maxim in 1882. 
Latimer whose fatherhad 
escaped slavery in Virginia, 
joined The Edison Electric 
Light Co. in 1884 as a drafts-
man-engineer and served as the 
company's patent advisor and 
consultant 
S)EIIJ•I Met.1 
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1111 
Elijah McCoy was one of the 
most prominent African-Ameri-
can inventors of his day, obtain-
ing more than 50 patents 
between 1872 and 1929. He 
used the skills he learned as an 
engineer and locomotive fire~ 
man to invent devices that auto-
matically oiled moving parts on 
steam engines, especially loco-
motives. He demanded such 
· high-quality workmanship that 




The visit to Second Baptist 
Church was not only an eye 
opener but also an emotional 
trip in history. It is difficult at 
best to be successful in the 
future without knowing the 
past. Most of the past of Black 
people in this hemisphere is as 
ancestors of an enslaved peo-
ple. Dr. Leech, curator at the 
historic Second Baptist Church 
in Detroit, said this history 
must come alive, "We must 
honor our ancestors." They 
were ingenious, hard workers, 
and very tenacious in what they 
did. Many were consumed with 
abolishing slavery and freeing 
their brothers and sisters. Most 
were not concerned with their 
own welfare but in the welfare 
of Africans as a people. These 
people understood that 
Africans did nothing to cause 
their enslavement. Many good 
White people agreed. They had 
good hearts and were con-
vinced slavery was morally 
wrong. That is why we must 
acknowledge the role they 
played in the quest for freedom 
but also understand they 
helped. The fleeing enslaved 
people were brave and were 
more responsible for their own 
freedom than many historians 
want to give them credit for. 
Although the great Harriet 
Tubman, called the Moses of 
her people, led some 3,000 
enslaved Africans to freedom 
and never lost a passenger 
there were other unsung heroes 
in the flight to freedom. The 
bond and love was so strong 
that once in Canada, many 
risked their lives to go back 
and get others because they 
knew the way. Dr. Leech 
informed the group. 
The Law Enslaved 
People: 
There was the whole discus-
sion of the Missouri Compro-
mise, of 1820 where expansion 
of the U.S. was inevitable and 
expansion of slavery was 
aggressively pursued by south-
erners. They even wanted to 
remove the ban on the importa-
tion of slaves. The southerners 
felt they could not continue to 
grow and be successful without 
George Washington Carver's Log Cabin. 
the use of labor from the 
enslaved people. While in the 
North the tide was changing. 
America was the only country 
in the civilized world to main- . 
tain legal slavery. The aboli-
tionists were winning the opin-
ion war. Two territories, Mis-
souri and Maine wanted to 
become states. The tide was 
against expansion of slavery 
into northern states. The deal 
was cut and the Mason-Dixon 
Line was used as a demarcation 
for states who enslaved their 
masses and those who didn't. 
Missouri became a slave state 
to keep the balance of power. 
The Kansas-Nebraska Act, of 
I 854, in effect repealed the 
Missouri Compromise and per-
mitted the extension of slavery. 
The Dred Scott Decision of 
1857 solidified legalized slav-
ery and said because slaves 
were property they had no 
rights under the Constitution. 
Resentment grew because even 
free Blacks were sold back into 
enslavement. There was no 
escaping, except into another 
country. The country of choice 
was for some over I 000 miles 
and they, my an estors, walked 
every step of the way. 
The Enslaved People 
Arriving In Detroit: 
By the time they arrived in 
Detroit the fleeing slaves could 
see, feel and touch freedom 
that many of their own parents, 
grandparents and great grand-
parents could only dream 
about. They died in slavery. 
They died building this nation. 
They died working for no pay. 
Many were beaten .and killed at 
the hands of their masters. 
Families were sold, children 
taken away from their fathers 
and mothers separated from 
their children and husbands -
husbands with whom they had 
jumped the broom. 
The emotion from the presen-
tation of Dr. Leech was strong. 
My amazement lessened, my 
smile left and the intensity of 
his words struck my heart as 
tears came to my eyes. 
" He remmded us that our cul-
ture from Africa was stripped 
from us and we even had to 
adopt the master's name. ALL 
Black people had slave names 
from their masters. He also 
reminded us that Thomas Jef-
ferson, was also the father of 
enslaved children. Times were 
tumultuous. There were upris-
ings and blatant disobedience 
to the unjust Fugitive Slave 
Law of 1850, a pet project of 
President James Buchanan. 
The Civil War/ 
Lincoln and Henry 
Ford Museum 
President Abraham Lincoln 
( 1861 -1865) followed Demo-
crat Buchanan, he won on an 
anti slavery platform. The 
handwriting was on the wall, 
Northerners wanted an end to 
the laws that governed slavery. 
Lincoln inherited the bad poli-
cies from the Buchanan 
administration, that sided with 
the Democratic, states rights 
leadership in the south. The 
war was fought after the south-
ern states who wanted to main-
tain slavery, succeeded in 
1860-1861 and set up their 
President Jefferson Davis. Lin-
coln declared this was illegal, 
and warned the Federal Forts in 
the south would be held by the 
government. Confederate 
forces attacked Fort Sumner on 
April 12, 1861 and the Civil 
War began. Brave Black men, 
fought for freedom of slavery. 
In 1862, they fonned the 54th 
and 55th Massachusetts, the 
first regiment formed by a 
northern state. Even the fleeing 
slaves who went to Canada 
came back to join the fight for 
freedom. In 1863 Lincoln 
signed the Emancipation 
Proclamation, giving freedom 
to all of the country's enslaved 
people. Driven by the obses-
sion to_ oreserve the Union, he 
won and the long war ended 
two years later on April 9, 
1865. 
On April 14, 1865, Lincoln 
was assassinated by a Southern 
fanatic, John Wilks Booth. Lin-
coln died the following day. 
Located in Detroit as a part of 
the UGR discovery of my roots 
was the chair Lincoln was sit-
ting in and the blanket used to 
cover him at the Henry Ford 
Museum located in Deerfield 
Michigan. 
The museum is not to be 
missed. Not only is the Lincoln 
display there, you can also visit 
the log cabin that George 
Washington Carver stayed in. 
Inventions by African Ameri-
cans, like Lewis Latimer, who 
developed the improved 
method for making filament for 
Edison's light bulb. Garrett 
Morgan who invented the traf-
fic light we still use today and 
Grandville Woods, inventor of 
the Electric Trolley car and oth-
ers. There is a original planta-
tion the Heritage House com-
plete with slave quarters and 
many, many historical items 
too numerous to name. The 
most exciting exhibit of this 
century was the Motown exhib-
it, "The Motown Sound The 
Music, the Story". 
A Visit To Historic 
Motown: 
Back in Detroit a visit to 
Hitsville USA, the former 
Motown Studio and conglom-
eration is fascinating. It is dif-
ferent from the Ford display. It 
is close and up- front. It is 
where Barry Gordy lived. 
Where the wonderful Motown 
Sounds were made and very 
important, how they were 
made. It was meeting Barry 
Chair Lincoln was assassinated in. 
Gordy's sister Esther and hear-
ing her speak about the original 
Motown days and the Gordy 
family. It is her unassuming 
polite reserved way of keeping 
the culture. It is how she was 
the main holdout of the loan for 
Barry. It is the story she tells. 
The story of Mr. Gordy, 
father of Barry and Esther 
gives the framework for the 
unparalleled success of his 
son. 
When he came to Detroit, in 
the wave of the people in the 
industrial revolution he opened 
a grocery store and named it 
Booker T. Washington Grocery 
Store. Everyone in the family 
worked together in the store. 
The Gordy's instilled the work 
ethic ,and excellence in all 
seven of their clu1dren. It was 
particularly disturbing to the 
family when Barry quit his 
secure job and decided to get 
into the record business. He 
had no money but the family 
members develop~ a bank for 
their own use. Barry had to go 
before the group. to borrow the 
$500 he needed to get started. 
He cleared 10 cents on his first 
record deal. Remember the hit 
Shop Around? When Smoky 
Robinson saw what all the hard 
worked netted them he encour-
aged Gordy to strike out on his 
own label. He did, but was only 
mildly successful. To be com-
pletely successful, he needed 
more labels with different 
names. Dis Jockey's were not 
inclined to play different artist 
on the same label. Gordy ped-
dled his record from the trunk 
of his car. The Motown sound 
was hot. He also developed 
venues for all of his artists. 
Since the recording artists for 
Lewis Latimer display. 
the most part came off the 
street, he had charm classes for 
each. They were taught they 
would be performing for kings 
and queens so they must be 
prepared. They were taught 
how to eat properly, how to 
walk how to meet their fans, 
everything possible for their 
success. 
The music was always uplift-
ing. There were problems, this 
was at the height of the Civil 
Rights era and songs (one by 
the Temptations) addressed the 
issue in a positive way "And 
The Band Played On". The 
message was there, so was the 
hope. 
It was the hope and the suc-
cess of these the ancestors of 
the enslaved Africans,-it was 
just the lift ncedecf to face the 
trip across the water to Wind-
sor, Canada and with the 
exception of Sandwich, Cana-
da, FREEDOM! Sandwich was 
so close to the water that the 
Slave Catchers would sneak 
over the boarder in hot pursuit 
of the enslaved African who 
was running for his/her life to 
freedom. 
There are IO historical sites 
and markers of UGR activity in 
the city, of Detroit. If you have 
ever wondered why people 
from Detroit are self reliant, 
go- getters, full of pride and 
successful, it comes from the 
gene pool of enslaved people 
who feared no one and who 
believed in and fought for the 
cause of freedom. It comes 
from their trials and tribula-
tions it also comes from a deep 
abiding love for each other. 
Join this "Conductor" next 
week on the Underground Rail-
road and finally FREEDOM. 
The Black Voice News 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
JAMMIN' BREAD 
5225 Canyon Crest Drive 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Cheryl Anne Duffy 
3357 Chestnut Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Patrick Raymond Duffy 
3357 Chestnut Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
This business Is conducted by 
Indlvlduals 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
nctltlous business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Cberyl A. Duffy & Patrick R. 
Duffy 
The ming of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a nctltlous 
businea name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement med with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 14, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on rue In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BIO-LIFE 
29220 Alessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 9255S 
Becky Irene Fierro 
29220 Alessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 9255S 
This business ls conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
ffctltlous business name or 
names listed above on Sept. 
15,199S. 
s/Becky Irene Fierro 
The ming of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a nctltious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 144GO et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement med with the 
Count1 Clerk of Riverside 
County on October 24, 1995 
I hereby c:ertify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on me in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
DBR N.C. Marketlna 
Enterprise 
5225 Canyon Crest, Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Nathan Colton 
4436 Michael St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This busines., Is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant commenced to 
transact buslnes., under the 
nctltlous business name or 
names listed above on 9-21-95. 
s/Nathan Colton 
The ming of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state of a nct1t1ous 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement med with the 
Counti Clerk of Riverside 
County on September 21, 199S 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy ortbe original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 






The following person(s) L<l (are) 
doing business as: 
J.C. FIRST RENTALS 
U36Border 
Corona, CA 91720 
Christine D. Tamm 
U36Border 
Corona, CA 91720 
Jaime Melvin 
14S5S Tranquility Ln. 
Nevada City, CA 9S959 
This busines., ls conducted by 
a General Partnership 
Registrant commenced to 
transact busines., under the 
ffctltlous business name or 
names listed above on 10-09-
95. 
s/Chrlstlne D. Tamm & Jaime 
Melvgln 
The ruing or this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common Jaw 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code} 
Statement med with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on October 31, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy of the original 
statement on rue In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 




The following person(s} ls (are) 
doing business as: 
M.D.P. MAINT. & CONST. 
49605 Coachman Ct. 
Aguanga, CA 92536 
Michael D. Pieters, Jr. 
49605 Coachman CL 
Aguanga, CA 92536 
This business ls conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
nctltlous business name or 
names listed herein 
s/Mkhael D. Pieters, Jr. 
The ruing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorl7.e the 
use In this state ofa fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common Jaw 
(sec. 14400 el seq. b & p code) 
Statement med with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on October 26, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a eorrect copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 957301 
p.11/16,11123,W30,12/07/95 
NOTICE APPLICATlONS TO 
SELL ALCOHOL 
BEVERAGES 
BRATTON, Robert P. is 
applying to the Department or 
Alcoholic Beverage Control to 
sell alcoholic beverages at 3646 
Mission Ave., Rlverslde(IN) 
CA 92501 with an ON SALE 





The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Laser Mold, Inc. 
8608 Pigeon Pass Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Laser Mold, Inc 
8608 Pigeon Pass Rd, 
Moreno Valley, CA 9255S 
This business ls conducted by 
Corporation 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
nctltlous business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Earle H. Wilkins 
The filing of this statement 
does not or Itself authoriz.e the 
use In this state of a ffctitlous 
business name in violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 21, 1995 
I hereby a!rtlfy that this copy 
ls a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Discount Beauty Supply 
3907-A Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92502 
Alice Young 
1477 N. Marcella 
Rialto, CA 92376 
David Young 
1477 N. Marcella 
Rialto, CA 92376 
This business ls conducted by 
lndlvlduals,Husband and Wife 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Allce M. Young & David 
Young 
The ruing of this statement 
does not of Itself authoriu the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement rued with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on November 21, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy of the original 
statement on rue In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Christ Fellowship Church 
2334 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Kelvin K. Ward 
2334 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
April L, Ward 
2334 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business ls conducted by 
Individuals-Husband and Wife 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
ffctitlous name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Kelvln K. Ward & April L. 
Ward 
The ruing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Oerk of Riverside 
County on October 25, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
L<l a correct copy or the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Oerk 




The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
Eric Kennedy American 
Business & Consumer Services 
24338 Tierra De Oro :>treet 
Moreno Valley, CA ~553 
Eric Kennedy 
24338 Tierra De Oro St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92376 
This business ls conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
on Aprll,1994. 
s/Allce M. Young & David 
Young 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself autborl7.e the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b &' p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Oerk or Riverside 
County on October 25, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Qerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Apollo Soccer Equipment 
43339 Business Park Dr. #106 
Temecula, CA 92S90 
Rashid Khan 
29929 Via Puerta Del Sol 
Temecula, CA 92590 
This business ls conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Rashld Khan 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself authorl7.e the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Oerk or Riverside 
County on October 27, 1995 
I hereby certify that th 
Is copy Is a correct copy or the 
original statement on file In my 
office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Oerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Vines Independent Physician 
Association and Medical 
Group Service 
12712 Heacock, Sulte#6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Vines Independent Pbysidan 
Association and Medical 
Group Service 
12712 Heacock, Sulte#6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business Is conducted by 
Corporation 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
on March 03,1995. 
s/B. Grant Anderson 
The ruing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state ofa fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 21, 199S 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy of the original 
statement on rue In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
CountyOerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
5Studlo 
514 S. Smith Ave., #Bl06 
Corona, CA 91720 
Salvador A. Miranda 
1537 Brentwood Dr. 
Corona, CA 91720 
Marla A. Miranda 
1537 Brentwood Dr. 
Corona,CA 91720 
This business ls conducted by 
Individuals-Husband and Wife 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
nctltlous name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Salvador & Maria Miranda 
The filing of this statement 
does not or Itself authorize the 
use in this state or a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
PageB-2 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on November 21, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy or the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 957839 
p.11/23,ll/30,12/07,12/14/95 
Superior Court of Callfornla, 
County of Riverside 
4050 Main St., Rm125 (PO Box 
431), Riverside, Ca 92502 
-0431 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
AND ORDER DISPENSING 
NOTICE AND THE 
ISSUANCE OF NEW BlRTH 
CERTIFICATE 
THE COURT FINDS that 
Petltloner(s) Voorhees, 
Tommye Dennis Jlis/have flied 
a Petition for Change of Name 
with the clerk of this court for 
an order changing 
Appllcant(s)' name rrom 
Tommye Dennis Voorhees to 
Mlsleur Tbomll Dennis 
and 
to Steffaney Marie Price to 
Gabrielle Dejbene Dennis and 
that this court make an order 
ror the Issuance, by the state 
registrar of vital statistics--
Pursuant to sections: 10450 & 
10455 of the health and safety 
code, or a new birth certificate, 
reflecting applicant's proposed 
name as her new name. 
THE COURT ORDERS: 
All people interested in this 
matter appear before this court 
to show cause why this 
application for change or name 
should not be granted on: (and 
issuance of new birth 
certificate) 
Hearing date: 12/29/95 
Time: 8:30 
Dept.OS 
Dated: Nov. 14, 1995 
ARTHUR A. SIMS 
Oerk 
By: M. FAUCHER 
Deputy 
DENNIS A. McCONAGHY 
Judge or the Superior Court 
CASE NUMBER. 273443 
p.11/23,ll/30,12/07,12/14/95 
In The Matter orTbe Estate or 
Russell D. McCaw 
Notice or Sale of Re.al Property 
At Public Auction 
Notice Is hereby given that the 
underslgned,Larry J. Montellh 
Public AdminJstrator as 
Administrator of the estate of 
RUSSELL D. MCCAW,, 
Deceased will sell at Pu bile 
Auction on December 16, 1995, 
at 9:30 a.m., on the premises as 
hereinafter described, to the 
highest and best bidder upon 
the terms and conditions 
hereinafter mentioned, su bjcct 
to the confirmation by the 
Superior Court, all the right, 
tlUe and Interest of said 
decedent at the time or the 
death, and all the right, tlUe 
and Interest that the estate of 
said decedent bas by operation 
oflaw or otherwise acquired 
other than, or In addition to, 
that or said decedent at the 
time or death in and to all or 
that certain real property 
described as follows, to-wit: 
The land referred to In this 
Report Is situated In the State 
or California, County of 
Riverside, and Is described as 
follows: 
Undivided one•half interest to: 
Lots 1, 2 and 3, Block A or 
Upton Acres No.7 as shown by 
map on file in Book 14, Page 
100 or maps, records or 
Riverside County, California. 
Commonly known as 31040 
Byers Street, Sun City 
(Menifee), California. SAID 
PROPERTY IS PROPERTY 
IS SOLD "AS IS". NO 
TERMITE CLEARANCE." 
APPRAISAL: PENDING 
The first Five Thousand 
($5,000.00) dollars or 10% 
deposit must be In the form of 
a Cashier's Check. 
Subject to current taxes, 
conditions, covenants, 
restrictions, reservations, 
easements, rights and rights or 
way ofrecord. 
The sale will be made on the 
following terms: Cash In 
lawful money or the United 
States upon the confirmation 
or sale. Deposit or ten pen:ent 
in cash upon acceptance or bid. 
Policy ortltle and one-balfof 
escrow ree at expense of seller 
and one-hair of escrow fee at 
expense or the purchaser. 
A sixty day escrow shall be 
opened by the seller at seller's 
choice. 
Taxes, rent, fire insu ranee 
and interest on encumbrances, 
if any, shall be pro-rated to the 
dose of escrow. 
The undersigned reserves the 
right to reject any and all bids, 
and to postpone the sale from 
time to time In accordance will 
the provisions of Section 10350 
of the Probate Code. 
Dated: November 13, 1995 
Larry J. Montellb Public 
Ad mlnlstrator, as 








ABANDONMENT OF USE 
OF FICTITIOUS BUSlNESS 
NAME 
The following person(s) bas 
(have) abandoned the use of 
the fictitious business name: 
Specialized Auto Sales 
1234 Columbia B-4 
Riverslde,Ca 92507 
The fictitious business name 
referred to above was filed in 
Riverside County on 2/27/95 
Ralph Haas 
2236 Fl Capitan Dr. 
Riverside, Ca 92506 
This business was conducted 
by Individual 
Signed by Ralph Haas 
This statement was med with 
the County Clerk or Riverside 
on November 27, 1995/ 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) L<l (are) 
doing business as: 
Floor Tech 
1 69S3 Wegman Drive 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Robert David Brahm 
~953 Wegman Drive 
Riverside, CA 92509 
T~is business is conducted by 
lqdivlduals-Husband and Wife 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Robert D. Brahm 
The ffllng of this statement 
does not ofltself authorize the 
use In this state of a ffctltlous 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County pn November 08, 1995 
I hereby1certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
Counfy Oerk 




The ro1Jowir)g person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
Lakeshore Village Cellular 
Phones & Pager 
23579 Sunnymead Ranch Pwy. 
Moreno Valley, CA 925S7 
Bcajamln Lee 
9974 Danlla Cir. 
Fountain Valley, CA 92705 
Jill VUlaluna 
111424 Brook.mead Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92S57 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on 11,1,95 herein. 
s/Beajamln Lee & & Jill 
Villaluna 
The ffling or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a nct1t1ous 
buslnea name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement rued with the 
County Clerk or River.side 
County on November 06, 1995 
I hereby certify that tb'is copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Candy Bouquet of 1 
Corona/Norco 
2150 Santa Anita Rd. I 
Norco, CA 91760 
1 
l 
Patricia E. Martinez 
3590 Wagoner Ln. 
Corona, CA 91719 
Susan M. O'Leary 
2150 Santa Anita Rd. 
Norco, CA 91760 
This business Is conducted bf' 
a General Partnership 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Patricla E. Martinez & Susan 
M.O'Leary 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state or a nctitlous 
business name in violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 el seq. b & p code} 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 6, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy or the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
Hemet Sweet Home 
42120 Shadow Lane 
Hemet, CA 92544 
Ravi Tadiparthy 
27110 Soboba Street 
Hemet, CA 92554 
Burga Tadlparthy 
27110 Soboba Street 
Hemet, CA 92S54 
This business Is conducted by 
Individuals-Husband and Wife 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
ffctltious name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Ravl Tadlpartby and Burga 
Tadlparthy 
The filing of this statement 
does not or itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on November 7, 199S 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy or the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Silva Engineering Consultants 
26710 Black Horse Circle 
Corona, CA 91719 
Rene Alberto Freyre 
26710 Black Horse Circle 
Corona, CA 91719 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on 11/1/9S 
s/Rene Freyre 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself au thorlze the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 27, 1995 
I hereby certify that th 
Is copy ls a correct copy of the 
original statement on rue In my 
office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 




The following person(s) ls (are) 
doing business as: 
Carroll's Designs 
3759 12th Street #A 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Joya! Caroll 
15S16 Villa Del Rio 
Fontana, CA 92337 
This buslnm Is ronducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
nctltlous name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Joyce Caroll 
The ruing of this statement 
does not of 1tse1r authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or rommon law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on November 27, 1995 
l hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy or the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 957916 
p.W30,12/07,l2/14,12/21/95 
Seperate sealed bids for the 
widening, Installation of water 
line, storm drain facilities; 
traffic signals, street lighting, 
landscaping, Irrigation system 
and parking lot for passenger 
terminal road within the 
boundaries of the former 
Norton Air Force Base, will be 
received ~y the City of San 
Bernardino at the Office of the 
City Englneer,until 2:00p.m., 
daylight savings time, January 
9, 1996, and then at said office 
publldy opened and read 
aloud. 
The contract documents may 
be examined or obtained al the 
following location: 
San Bernardino City Hall 
City Engineer',!! Office 
300 North "D" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92418 
upon payment of$125 for each 
set and a $35 shipping fee ror 
each set. No refund or payment 
for contract documents will be 
made. 
•A pre-bid field review will be 
11beld on Monday, December 11, 
1995, at 10:00 a.m. daylight 
savings time. Attendance is 
strongly suggested. The 
meeting will be held at the 
corner of Harry Sheppard 
Blvd. and Del Rosa Drive. 
The.successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a Faithful 
Performance and Labor and 
Materials Bond, by a company 
acceptable to the City or San 
Bernardino. 
Attention ls called to the 
Thursday, December 7, 1995 
requirement or employment 
and minimum wage rates to 
paid under to contract. 
The contractor shall possess an 
appropriate California 
contractor's license at the time 
the contract ls awarded. 
The City reserves the right to 
reject any or all bids and to 
waive any minor Irregularities. 
Phone Inquiries will be 





We are requesting Sub-Bids 
for the following bid package: 
Bid Pkg: 2A Heavy Equip 
Rental 
Bid Pkg: 2D Concrete Labor 
Bid Pkg: 2G Masonry 
Bid Pkg: 2H Concrete 
Finishing 
Bid Pkg: 7 Water Proofing 
From qualifted M/W/DVBE 
Subcontractors & Suppliers 
for the following project: 
Tom Bradley Ctr. & Rita & 
Stanley Dasbew lntl. Ctr. 
Westwood, (LA CO) CA. 
UCLA 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 




To Whom It May Concern: 
Efrain Garcia PAX.TOR & 
Marla HermUa Nevarez 
PEREZ ls (are) applying to the 
Department of Alcoholic 
Beverage Control to sell 
alcoholic beverages at 2122 W. 
Highland Ave~ San 
Bernardino, CA (IN) 92405 
with an On-Sale Beer & Wine 
Pu bile Premises license(s). 
/p/12/07/9S 
ABC NOTICE 
BARNE'IT, William R. & 
WEGMAN, Robin A. ls (are) 
applying to the Department of 
Alcoholic Beverage Control to 
sell alcoholic beverages at 8749 
Cyprea Ave., Riverside, Ca 
92503 with an ''42" On Sale 
Beer & Wine (Pub. Prem.) 
llcense(s) 
p.W30,12/07,12/14/9S 
City of San Bernardino, CA 
Advertisement ror Bids 
Plan No. 9283 
Separate sealed bids for the 
widening, installation of water 
line, storm drain facilities, 
traffic signals, street lighting, 
landscaping, irrigation system 
and parking lot for passenger 
terminal road within the 
boundaries ortbe former 
Norton Air Fon:e Base, will be 
received by the City or San 
Bernardino at the Office or the 
City Engineer,uotll 2:00p.m~ 
daylight savings time, January 
9, 1996, and then at said office 
publidy opened and read 
aloud. 
The contract documents may 
be examined or obtained at the 
following location: 
San Bernardino City Hall 
City Engineer's Office 
300 North "I>'' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92418 
upon payment or $125 ror each 
set and a $3S shipping fee for 
each set. No refund of payment 
for contract documents will be 
made. 
A pre-bid ffeld review will be 
held on Monday, December 11, 
1995, at 10:00 a.m. daylight 
savings time. Attendance ls 
strongly suggested. The 
meeting wlJ1 be held at the 
corner of Harry Sheppard 
Blvd. and Del Rosa Drive. 
The successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a Faithful 
Performance and Labor and 
Materials Bond, by a company 
acceptable to the City of San 
Bernardino. 
Attention ls called to the 
requirement of employment 
and minimum wage rates to be 
paid under the contract. 
The contractor shall possess an 
appropriate California 
contractor's license at the time 
the contract ls awarded. 
The City reserves the right to 
reject any or all bids and to 
waive any minor Irregularities. 
Phone Inquiries will be 










Trades Requested: Metal 
Fabrlcatlom, Woodwork, 
Insulation Roofing Repair, 
Wood Doors, Flnlsb Hardware, 
Metal Studs, Gypsum 
Wallboard, Acoustic Celling, 
Carpeting, Painting, 
Mechanical and Electrical 
Project: COUNTY Of SAN 
BERNARDINO 
COURTHOUSE ANNEX 
BUILDING 2ND FLOOR 
AND LAW LIBRARY 
TENANTIMPROVEMENJS 
Location: San Bernardino, CA 
Bid Date: Wednesday, 
December 20, 122s at I0;OQ 
A..M. 
Company & Addrea: 
OAKVIEW 
CONSTRUCTlON, INC. 
P.O. Box 1321 
Yucaipa, CA 92399-1321 
Phone: 909-795-0990 
Fax: 909•795-3150 




Unit Code A 
Loan No. 1531947/STASTNY 
AP# 145-061-052-4 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 
as duly appointed Trustee 
under the following described 
Deed of Trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHEST BlDDER FOR 
CASH (In the forms which are 
lawful tender In the United 
States) and/or the cashier's, 
certified or other checks 
spedffed in Civil Code Section 
2924b (payable In full a the 
time or sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, title and 
Interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed of 
Trust In the property 
hereinafter described: 





FEDERAL SAVINGS & 
LOAN ASSOClATION 
Recorded May 4, 1989 as lnstr. 
No. 144122 In Book page or 
Official Records in the office of 
the Recorder of Riverside 
County; 
said Deed of Trust describes 
the following: 
LOT 30 OF TRACT NO. 4151, 
AS SHOWN BY MAP ON 
FlLE IN BOOK 70, PAGES 61 
AND 62 OF MAPS, 
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE 
COUNTY, CALlFORNIA. 
SAID LAND IS LOCATED iN 
THE CITY OF RIVERSlDE. 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 4/24/89. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
lF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
7980 GALWAY COURT, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 
''(If a street address or 
common designation of 
property ls shown above, no 
warranty ls given as to Its 
completeness or correc:tness)." 
The beneficiary under said 
Deed of Trust, by reason of a 
breach or default in the 
obligations secured thereby, 
heretofore executed and 
delivered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration or Default 
and Demand ror Sale, and 
written notice or default and or 
election to cause the 
undersigned to sell said . 
property to satisfy said 
obligatlom, and thereafter the 
undersigned caused said notice 
of default and of election to be 
Recorded January 19, 1993 as 
Instr. No. 20584 In Book Page 
or Officlal Records In the office 
of the recorder of Riverside 
County; 
Said Sale of property will be 
made In "as L<i" condition 
without covenant or warranty, 
express or Implied, regarding 
tiUe possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining principal sum or the 
note(s) secured by said Deed or 
Trust, with Interest as In said 
note provided, advances, if any, 
under the terms of said Deed of 
Trust, fees, charges and 
expenses of the Trustee and or 
the trusts created by said Deed 
or Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: 
December 27, 1995, at 3:30 
p.m. at the Main Street 
entrance to the Countv 
Courthouse, 4050 Main St., 
Riverside, CA 
At the time or the Initial 
pu blicatlon or this notice, the 
total amount or the unpaid 
balance or the obligation 
secured by the above described 
Deed of Trust and estimated 
costs, expenses, and advances 
ls $86,965.03. 
It Is possible that at the time or 
sale the opening bid may be 
less than the total indebtedness 
due. 
Date: 11128/95 
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY 
as said Trustee, 
By Frances DePalma, Assistant • 
Secretary 
1750 E. 4th St., Ste. 700, Santa 
Ana, CA 92705 
(714) 543-8372 
We are assisting the 
Beneficiary to collect a debt 
and any Information we obtain 
will be used for that purpose 
whether received orally or in 
writing. 
continued on B-4 
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THEANNUALDURACELL/NSTA 
SCHOLARSHIP COMPETmON 
Student competition now offers over 
$100,000 in prizes. The competition 
is challenging all ninth through 
twelfth graders to create and build 
battery-powered devices for its 14th 
annual competition. For information 
call Eric Crossley at (703) 243-7100 
AHN To Present Roots: The Gift 
NATIONAL SPORTS FOUNDA-
TION has publication on how to get 
athletic scholarship information. Send 
a self addressed(business size), 
stamped envelope to the N.S.F., 611A 
Willow Drive, P.O. Box 940, 
Oakhurst, NJ 07755. 
December 7th-10th 
IRVINE IMPROV presents comedi-
ans: "Don McMillan" and "Anthony 
Griffin." For information call (714) 
854-5455. 
December 7th - 8th 
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: 
Film directors as well as actors will 
join Dr. Manthia Diwawara, director 
of Africana Studies Program at New 
York University for three evenings of 
round-table discussions on 
Contemporary Films of the African 
Diaspora as part of the 3rd annual 
Contemporary African Diaspora Film 
Festival. This event is free and open 
to the public. All roundtables and dis-
cussion sessions will take place at 
NYU's Washington Square campus. 
For further information on the confer-
ence,please call (212) 998-2130. For 
further information on the film festi-
val, call ArtMattan Productions at 
(212) 749-6020. 
December 7th 
The African Heritage Movie 
Network (AHN), hosted by film 
legends, Ossie Davis and Ruby 
Dee, presents one of America's 
greatest family sagas, Roots: 
The Gift, an AHN Movie Theater 
Special Prime Time 
Presentation. Roots: The Gift 
wlll air on KTLA, 12/14 & 12/25 at 
8:00 p.m. both showings. The 
Roots saga expands In this holi-
day-theme drama featuring char-
acters from Alex Haley's Pulitzer 
Prize-winning novel Roots. 
Roots: The Gift stars LaVar 
Burton, who again plays Kunta 
Klnte, the Mandlnka warrior, 
hoping to someday to return to 
Africa, and Louis Gossett Jr., 
who reprises the role of the 
resourceful American-born 
slave, Fiddler Together on 
Christmas Eve, 1775, Kunta 
Klnte and Fiddler risk their lives 
to give other slaves the most 
precious gift of all: freedom. 
This story also stars Shaun 
Cassidy and Avery Brooks as 
Moyer. LEQ'URE: "Women Helping Women." Speaking: Debbie Artist, 
Rape Crisis Center. This event will 
take place at Perris Lake High School, 
418 Ellis Ave., Perris 92570. At 
6:30p.m. For information call 657-
2538 or 657-8784. 
December 8th 
nial Hymns and Spanish Carols. For 
information call 787-3138 
December 9th 
R.C.C. presents workshop on one-to-
one communication from 1 0:OOa.m. to 
3:00p.m. There will be a professional 
speaker and humorist, "Phil Miller." 
For information call 22-8090. 
for Respect takes viewers to the streets 
of Los Angeles for a first-hand, hard-
hitting look at why Southland teens' 
search for respect drives a senseless 
chain of violence. The time of broad-
cast will be 7:30 p.m. 
PLAY: Perris Community Theatre 
Guild in conjunction with City of 
Perris, Department of Recreation will 
present "St. Austine's Confessions: 
Blindspots" an original play, written 
and directed by: Alison Newman, 
formerly of television's Julia, first in 
television history. on December 8th-
10th, and December 15th-17th. 
Tickets are $2 for students, $3.50 for 
senior citizens. The play will be held 
at 279 S. "D" St., Perris. For more 
information. call (909) 943-6603. 
Riverside Community Players pre-
sents: "Scenes of Christmas", A Holi-
day Home Tour. See four of River-
side's loveliest homes dressed in their 
holiday finery. For information call 
686-4030. 
NAACP will be hosting the Annual 
Pioneer Awards Banquet at 6 p.m., a 
ceremony to honor those who have 
demonstrated outstanding commit-
ments and contributions to making 
education more accessible in the com-
munity. For information call Carl 
Dameron (909) 888-4571. 
December 8 • 9th 
CONCERT: U.C.R. will be present-
ing a Holiday Concert featuring Colo-
Cal State San Bernardino off~g 
four courses in entrepreneurial skills 
at the Coachella Valley Campus at 
College of lhe Desen. For registration 
information call (909) 880-5975. 
KITV I Fox 11 's broadcast of Dying 
ANNUAL MEETING: The ninth 
annual meeting of The Ebony Literary 
Society (fELS) will be held at the 
Riverside Holiday Inn. The celebra-
tion will include dinner at C.J. 's liter-
ary presentations, and holiday gift 
exchanges during an overnight stay in 
lhe 12th floor suite. For more infor-
Leaals ,· 
continued from B-3 
IF AVAILABLE, THE 
EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLING THE 
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
NUMBERS ON THE DAY 




REPLACF.S ANY PREVIOUS 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S 
SALE YOU MAY HAVE 
RECEIVED UNDER T.S. 
#A148693 
p,12/07,12/14,12/21/95 






PROJECT COUNTY OF SAN 
BERNARDINO 
PAUL D. WI~ON, INC. 
161116 Walnut St. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909)355-69,87 FAX:(909)355-
4350 
Bids Due December 15, 1995 





The following person(s) ls 
( are) d olng business as: 
Interior Motives For You 
2908 Griffin Clrde 
Corona, CA 91719 
Camille Winters 
2908 Griffin Clrde 
Corona, CA 91719 
This business ls conducted by 
a Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
flctltlous name or names listed 
herein. 
s/Camille Winters 
The ming or tbJs statement 
does not or Itself authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Oerk of Riverside 
County on November 16, 1995 
I hereby certiJ'J that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on me In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
CountyOerk 




The following pel'IIOD(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
Tri-Star Residential Care 
10140 LeucadJa Ln. 
Rlvenide, CA 92503 
Padencla C. Sanws 
1933 Rosalia Rd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
Estela Caslm Jose 
10140 Leucadia Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Theresa Castellanos 
1755 Granville Ave., #2 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Marlslta Caslm 
1484 No. Rose St. 
Burbank, CA 91505 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on Nov. 16, 19956. 
s/Paciencla C. Santos, Estela 
C. Jose, Theresa Castellanos & 
Marislta Caslm 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Oerk of Riverside 
County on November 16, 1995 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on me In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Oerk 




The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
Ron's• Rib -Barn 
23675-G Sunnymead 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Ronald R. Smith 
22705 Bela lre Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Rosetta B. Smith 
22705 Belalre Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business ls conducted by 
a Individuals-Husband and 
Wife 
Registrant has not yet 
commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious 
name or na~ es listed herein. 
s/Ronald R. Smith & Rosetta 
B. Smlth 
The ffllng or this statement 
does not or Itself authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another u oder 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Oerk or Riverside 
County on December 04, 1995 
I hereb·y certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on flle In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
CountyOerk 
Fil.E NO. 958036 
p .12/07,12/14,12/21,12/28/9S 
BRIAN FERRIS INC Is (are) 
appl,tng to the Department ot 
Alcoholk Beverage Control to 
sell alrobollc beverages at 
3742 Park Siem Dr., 
Riverside, Ca 92505 with an 




The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
Village Treats 
40119 Murrietta Hot Springs 
Road 
Murrietta, CA 92563 
Robert Lord 
24611 Calle San Vicente 
Murrietta, CA 92562 
Mary Lord 
24611 Calle San Vicente 
Murrietta, CA 92562 
TbJs business Is conducted by 
a Individuals-Husband and 
Wife 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on 11/21/95 
s/Robert and Mary Lord 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In tbJs state or a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights ot another undt,r 
federal, state, or common law (sec.14400 et. seq, b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Qerk or Riverside 
County on November 29, 1995 
I hereby certify that tlm copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on rue In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON 
County Qerk 
FILE NO. 957969 
p.12/07 ,12/14,12/21,12/28/95 




The Riverside History 
Committee is looking 
for young women 
between ages of 16 -
20yrs.old for, "The 
Miss Black Riverside 
1996-97." For more 
information contact 
Shirley at (909)274• 
0149. 
Collect Your Child 
Support, NOW! 
Easy & Simple 
Handbook. We show 
you howl GUARAN-
TEED! Only $19.95. 
Order Today and 
receive a FREE guide 





Extra,bits and models 
needed now! All 
ethnic groups are 
needed exciting pay. 
Call (909) 788-2597 
TEACHERS 
Make a differen-ce 
with SEO /DD 
students! Be creative 
and innova-tive with a 
class of no more than 
8 students. Enjoy a 
work environment 
truly dedicated to 
putting the needs of 
the students first, 
positions available in 





paid medical and life 
insurance for 
employees, also 
dental, vision and 
401k are offered. 
Send letter and 
resume to: 
Advocate Schools 
Attn: Tricia Ogilvie 
ITCH 
11980 S. Mt. Vernon 




City of Colton 




to graduation from 
H.S. Experience: 4yrs. 
of responsible 
secretaria I/ office 
adm. experience. 
Must be able to type 
at a rate of 50 WPM. 
Business or 
secretarial school 
training & experience 
in dealing with 
governmental, 
community and 
business rep's are 
desirable. License: 
Valid Class C 
California driver's 
license & a 
satisfactory driving 
record. Apply by 5:00 
p .m. Dec. 21, 1995. 
Postmarks and 
facsimiles are not 
accepted. Required 
City application must 
be obtained from the 
Personnel Dept., 650 
N. La Cadena Or., 
Colton, Ca 92324. 
AA/EOE. 
mation, call (909) 788-8297. 
December 9 & I 6th 
University of California Coopera-
tive Extension Riverside County: 
"Home Buying Workshop at The 
Home Depot in Moreno Valley." For 
information call 683-6491, ext.228. 
Home Depot 12255 Pigeon Pass 
Road, Highway 60 Interchange 
December 10th 
CANDLELIGHT VESPER SER-
VICE: Eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
Gamma Omega Chapter will hold 
their Annual Candlelight Vesper Ser-
vice at St. Paul AME Church San 
Bernardino, 3:30 p.m. For more infor-
mation, call (909) 889-4985. 
NBC 4, KilS-FM AND THE U.S. 
MARINE CORPS reserve holds 
llnf annual "TOYS FOR TOTS" 
collection drive at Six Flags Magic 
Mountain first two weekends in 
December. For information call 
(818) 840-3379 
December 12th 
National Society or Fund Raising 
Executives will holding its monthly 
educational seminar at 12:00 noon at 
San Dimas Mansion.121 N. San 
Dimas Avenue. San Dimas. Registra-
tion begins at 11 :30 a.m. The cost is 
$20. Forreservations or more infor-
mation call Tracee Golding at 909-
599-5828. 
City of San Bernardino-staff and 
Advisory Council of the Senior Citi-
zens Service Center is preparing cele-
bration for 18 years of service to the 
senior citizen population. The event 
will take place at the Senior Center, 
600 West 5th Street, at 10:00 a.m. For 
information call 384-5364 
December 17th 
BALLET: Bre Dance Studio will pre-
sent the Ballet "Firebird" starring it's 
own prima ballerina Kimberly Cole. 
This event will take place at UCR Per-
forming Arts Theatre. General Admis-
sion is Sl0 and $8 for children under 
13 and senior citizens (60 and older). 
For information call Bre Dance Studio 
at (909) 787-8707. 
December 18th 
ACTING CLASSES: Master acting 
class will be taught by famed director, 
producer Hal Dewindt. This course 
will be tau~t for six weeks, Monday 
through Fnday from Dec. 18. to Jan. 
12. Fro~ 7 to 10 p.m .. Registration 
must be completed by Dec. 11. For 
information call (310) 338-1972. 
December 19-23rd 
IRVINE JMPROV:Comedian Jack 
Coen . Mr. Coen has appeared on 
'The Tonight Show, "Comic Strip 
Live",. For information call (714) 
854-5455. 
NAACP- "Dozens Fed And Hundreds 
More Expected For NAACP Holiday 
Hunger Projects." There's a need to 
feed the poorer community. Food bas-
kets will be distributed at the Westside 
Community Service Center at 1505 
W. Highland. For information con-
tact Carl Dameron 888-4571. 
December 23rd 
PANCAKE BREAKFAST: Pancake 
Breakfast at the Bottom Gun Cafe In 
Moreno Valley located at 23060 
Alessandro Blvd., corner of Alessanro 
and Frederick, from 7:30 to 11:00 
a.m. The Bottom Gun Cafe is a spe-
cial restaurant with simulated fight 
equipment. For more information, 
call (909) 924-3541. 
OPERA LEAGUE orLAGUNA 
BEACH hosts its annual boat parade 
party at Bistro 201 in NewponBeach 
at 6:00 p.m. For information call (714) 
474-4488, ext.308. 
Thursday, December 7, 1995 
IRVINE JMPROV presents: "Brian 
Regan." New Year's Eve Party!! 
Brian has appeared on Showtime's 
Short Attention Span Theatre.", as 
well as 'The Tonight Show." For 
information call (714) 85-5455 
Hollywood New Year's Eve Gala. 
The inaugural Hollywood New Year's 
Eve Gala will be held on Hollywood 
Blvd. between La Brea and Highland. 
There will be celebrities stopping by 
to give !hanks to Hollywood and to 
wish Los Angeles citizens "Happy 
New Year." For information call (213) 
719-2662 
DANCE: Majestic Ladies will pre-
sent a New Year's Eve Dance at St. 
Andrews Lodge, 1034 W. 8th Street, 
San Bernardino. Donation is $15, 
doors will open at &:30 p.m. Hats, 
Horns, Hors D'oevres, and cham-
pagne will be provided. The Mighty 
O.T. will will be D.J. For more infor-
mation, call (909) 862-4514. 
January 1st 
NEW YEAR'S EVE GUNFIRE 
DANGER: The Riverside Police 
Dept. is urging lhe entire community 
to join them in an effon to stop the 
extremely hazardous practice of firing 
guns of New Year's Eve. H you sus-
pect that some one may fire a gun on 
New Year's Eve, please call: English 
682-1820 or Spanish 682-1822. 
January 13-15th . 
BLACK FLIGHT ATTENDANTS 
OF AMERICA FOURTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION JANUARY 13 - 15, 
1996 ATLANTA, GEORGIA AT THE 




Municipal Museum in the City of 
Riverside will be housing an exhibit at 
4:00 p.m., It is timed to coincide with 
Martin Luther King Jr's birthday and 
the 3rd Annual MLK Walle-A-Thon 
fund raiser planned by the Riverside 
Martin Luther King Visionaries. 
For information contact Dr. Vincent 
Moses at (909) 782-5968. 
January 27th 
SYMPHONY: Inland Empire Sym-
phony Orchestra "Our American Her-
itage" at the California Theatre, 562 
W. Fourth STreet, San Bernardino. 
Tickets: $25, $20, $15, and $10. Dis-
counts for senior citizens and students. 
Call (909) 381-5388 for information. 
UCLA Extension: "Suicide: What 
You Need To Know." The course is 
taught by Dr. Firestone, who has con-
ducted nationwide research in the 
agreement of suicidal risk. The pro-
gram will take place from 9 a.m.-
4:30p.m., UCLA, 146 Dodd Hall. For 
, information call (310-) 82.5-0641. 
The Black Voice News 






























Chuck McVay, Owner 
£L-r : .,.,JTut . 





YOUR PRICE: 21,097.00 
Vin# J67220 
'96 Lincoln TowncaJ 
·ExecuUve 
MSRP: 
































1600 Camino Real~ .. Sari BernardincS - . 
Lincoln • Mercury • Volkswagen 
889-3514 
~IRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HA\/E 
A PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR 
Tu rate baaed on 7.5%. All price, are pl111 tu, liceDH, document fea on approved credit. 
Subject to prior ule. Sale price• not apply to le~,. 
Full Service, Parts & Body Shop 
. Hours: Monday - Friday - 7:30 to 5:30 
Sale ends 12/14195 
The Inland Empires News in Black and fLj tft[:! 
Salute To Black 







































Salute To Black Word War II Vets 
By Paulette 
Brown-Hinds 
Over the past 
few years, Willie 
Porter of San 
Bernardino, noticed 
that the television broadcasts 
focused on the Buffalo Soldiers 
of the later 1800's. These "all 
Black" anny units, were the sol-
diers that "won the west" and 
set the standards for the Buffalo 
Soldiers that followed. But little 
has been said about the Buffalo 
Soldiers of the 20th century, the 
last soldiers to carry on the 
proud tradition. 
"My life as a Buffalo Soldier 
started at Camp Lockett in 
1943," said Porter. Camp 
Lockett is located east of San 
Diego and was first established 
as a cavalry camp in 1878. The 
location was chosen because it 
had a variety of terrain that 
includes heavily wooded under-
brush, one of the world's harsh-
est deserts, and a variety of 
other geographic hazards that 
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onto humans 
was truly an act 
developed ~ cavalry 
trooper's skills. 
received 
the shock of our .. ·••~---... of respect and 
;, ~'¼. . honor. These early 
"It was at Camp Lockett that I 
had my first personal experience 
with a horse. Being from 
Detroit I was considered a "city 
slicker" I was issued a beautiful 
horse that I named Eve. The 
first day of training was hard, 
but today I am considered an 
expert rider," boasted Porter. 
The Buffalo Soldiers trained 
intensely on horseback in antici-
pation of charging into battle 
overseas. He recalled his orders 
clearly, "The 9th and'27th regi-
ments, located in Arizona, along 
with our two regiments made up 
the 2nd Cavalry Division. The 
2nd Cavalry Division was 
shipped to North Africa in 1943 
by way of Camp Patrick Henry. 
We sailed on the U.S.S. Billy 
Mitchell on its maiden voyage. 
We were scared but ready and 
proud to fight as a division. 
Upon reaching North Africa we 
lives." 
The Army Headquarters had 
decided to disband the 2nd 
Cavalry Division and it was 
divided. "In the cavalry we 
were called troopers. After the 
change we were called soldiers. 
I was assigned to a tank battal-
ion," recalled Porter. He 
received several commendations 
for his service including a 
Purple Heart, Combat Infantry 
Badge, and several citations for 
his participation in numerous · 
invasions. 
With the exception of a few 
White officers, the Buffalo 
Soldiers were composed entirely 
of African Americans. The 
name Buffalo Soldiers was 
given to the 9th and 10th 
Cavalry units as a sign of 
respect by the Indians they 
fought. Buffalo, according to 
military historian, David Allen, 
were worshipped and revered by 
the Indians. To place the title 
. "'~~-
regiments achieved 
an outstanding record 
on the frontier. They reported}~ 
patrolled from the Mississippi to 
the Rockies, from the Canadian 
border to the Rio Grande and 
they occasionally crossed into 
Mexico iri pursuit of outlaws. 
However, Bill Porter, regrets 
that he was unable to fight 
under the colors of the Buffalo 
Soldiers, "My success in com-
bat can be traced back to the 
fine training that I received as a 
tradition handed down by these 
brave men. My heart fills with 
pride as having served as a 
Buffalo Soldier. Fifty-two years 
later, I returned to the small 
town of Campo to visit Camp 
Lockett. I toured the historical 
landmark. As long as I live, I 
will be proud of the fact that I 
was one of the few ... Buffalo 
Soldiers." 
"In Memory ,Of Those Who Fought 
So That We Can Live" 
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Grant: WWII Heroes Were Black Too 
By Cheryl Brown Louisiana, there they were not allowed to go near the 
White community. The area was very prejudice 
Citizens of our nation watching the major media against the soldiers. 
have come away with the impression Black men did In 1942 He was sent on a cadre to form the 93rd 
not fight in World War II during this year of the 50th Infantry Division at Fort Wachuka, Arizona. He was 
Commemoration. This angers the men who risked a platoon Sergeant in the 93rd Calvary Recon. Troop. 
their lives and families Between 1942 -43 he was 
whose loved ones gave sent to Fort McCellan, 
their lives so we Black, Alabama to form the 92nd 
White, Hispanic, Asian, Recon. Troop, again he was 
Native American and oth- Platoon Sergeant. 
ers could have freedom. By 1944, the 92nd 
When they returned Division was sent into com-
home they were met with bat. Grant's outfit was sent 
visible signs that they to Italy, where he received 
were inferior, they could two Battle Stars, one from 
not get jobs as their White the battle in Povalley the 
counterparts could and other from the Arnold 
everywhere they turned it River battle. 
was "Colored" here It was in Italy that Grant's 
"White" there. The visible life was saved by a stranger. , 
signs have been removed. An Italian woman, to whom '. 
Every says we are equal. he owes his life. He was in ! 
Tell that to Nathaniel an area and the enemy I 
"Nate" John Grant, one of began shelling their retreat. 1 
the Buffalo Soldiers who "She threw me down and 
fought valiantly in the laid on top ofme protecting 
War. He was hurt 50 years me from a shell that landed 
ago when he came home to 10 to 12 feet away, he said. 
the visible signs of legal Neither of them were hurt 
segregation but hurt even but the idea that the Italian 
more because the visible woman saved his life and 
signs are gone but his con- he never knew who she was 
tributions were ignored as------------------- makes him think about it 
our country commemorated the 50th Anniversary of even today. "I am so grateful to a person I didn't 
W. W.11. know and who I never saw again," said Grant. 
Grant was one of the thousands and thousands of When Grant received orders to go to Alaska, not 
Black soldiers who fought valiantly in the War. He wanting to be in such a cold isolated place he left of 
was born in Levenworth, Kansas in 1921, .and is a the Army and joined the Air Force. This proved to be 
second generation Buffalo Soldier, his father was one of the best moves in his life. His first assignment 
Master Sergeant John Grant, 10th Calvary (Retired). in the Air Force was sunny California March A.F.B., 
The Buffalo Soldier, goes back to 1866, shortly "we (Blacks) were all assigned to Squadron C or F, 
after the Civil War, four new U.S. Army regiments they did housekeeping duties (cooking and cleaning) 
began duty in the Western territories of America. all except three had Air Force assignments. Grant 
These soldiers were sent to protect the settlers was assigned to the Skeet Range because of his expe-
moving West. They were designated as the 24th and rience in weapons, this was 1946. 
25th Infantry and the Ninth and Tenth Calvary. They Between the years of 1946-1949, all Colored 
fought with distinction in the Cheyenne War from troops were sent to Lockbum, Ohio, near Columbus, 
1867-1869, the Red River War of 1874-1875, the Ute under the leadership of Col. B. 0. Davis, Jr. in the 
War of 1879, the Apache Wars of 1875-1876 and the 617 Bombardment Squadron Light which was a sup-
Sioux War of 1890-1891. They received 13 Medals port group of the Tuskeegee Airmen. Grant was relo-
of Honor, achieved the best combat records and were cated and worked as an armament man, working on 
given the title of Buffalo Soldiers by the Native the guns. "We were the firstbase to integrate the Air 
Americans. There was much they did in the expan- Force," he said. 
sion of our nation and in 1952, 86 years after their The Korean War broke out in 1950 -1951 and 
beginning they were integrated with the Ninth and Grant was sent to Norton A.F.B. in San Bernardino. 
Tenth Calvary. They were the most highly decorated The Korean War took him overseas to France for 
units in U.S. military history. three years, when he returned in 1954 he was sent to 
Grant, was a modem day Buffalo Soldier in the George A.F.B. In 1958, Grant volunteered to go back 
Ninth Calvary, who also served and retired from the to France. His career ended in 1961, when he retired 
U.S. Air Force. His duty began January 29, 1941, in from Glasco AFB, Montana. 
Fort Riley, Kansas, soon he was transferred to Camp Being in love with the weather in So. California. 
Funston, Kansas. "We began preparing for war. But he returned and still resides in San Bernardino. 
we did not have the proper equipment We practiced In 1970 he married for a second time, Alice 
with wooden guns and used broom sticks to walk Taylor, he has a son and daughter, Nathaniel Jr. and 
guard," said Grant In 1941 there were maneuvers in Linda. 
·~ .;:; . 
. . 
~ ),._• 
.. ,. ·· 1 ' 
Nathaniel Grant 
Salutes The Black 
World War II Veterans 
Make your next 
major car pur-
chase from us! 






Chino Hills Ford 
4480 Chino Hills Pkwy. Chino , CA 91710 
(909) 393-9331 ... 
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Rev. B. W. lnghram's Quest To Find Lost History 
By Cheryl Brown- Black Voice News 
Rev. B.W. Inghram was drafted in 1942 out 
of San Bernardino and sent to Fort Wachuka, 
Arizona where he and a battalion of men 
trained for the World War II effort. During the 
news coverage o(the war through the years he 
never heard about the 780th Police Battalion 
who were located there. Inghram, feeling that 
he wasn't included decided to do something 
about it. "It seemed like my history and the his-
tory of the 800 men was being forgotten or • 
ignored," he said. 
"I don't feel I was included in the war with 
the coverage during the 50th Commemoration 
ceremonies. They at least recognized the 99th 
and 93rd Regiment, but even Washington D.C. 
didn't have the information that we ever exist-
ed." 
they would know about the 780th Poliee 
Battalion. They didn't know either. The quest 
continued as he would not rest until he found 
the records. He did! Following contact with the 
McClellan base in Georgia he found out they 
had the information. 
Inghram wants the record to reflect the con-
tributions of the 780th to the war effort. 
When Inghram left Fort Wachuka, he was 
sent to Fort Devens, Massachusetts and shipped 
out of Newport News, Virginia, from there a 
nine day boat trip to Morroco. He arrived on 
Easter Sunday, a special time for him as a 
Christian and minister. 
The troops were then deployed to Marseilles, 
France, where he and others in his company, 
moved the traffic of military vehicles going to 
the front line. "We were as essential as any of 
the support troops, without the 780th the troops 
could not be serviced and the war would have 
suffered. General Patton advanced so fast he 
out ran his supply support. 
Inghram was shipped back to Fort McArthur 
in Long Beach and was honorably discharged. 
Inghram started a letter writing campaign to 
find out what happened to the history of the 
780th. His quest and interest took him first to 
Fort Wachuka, the historical society said they 
never heard the claim. There was no record of 
them ever being there. "I was there, we all were 
and we knew it," said Inghram. He didn't give 
up the next stop was Washington D.C., surely 
He said, " I felt, I did my duty. I got out of 
the service. I came home. WE WON THE 
WAR." . Rev. B. W. Inghram 
The Minor Post Helped Locate Hospital And Cemetery In Inland Empire 
By Cheryl Brown ;t;/ ., 
Black Voice News </'i 
The Riverside 
American Legion Post 
418 named for Edward 
J. Minor and was 
formed in 1962. Minor 
lost his life in an unfor-
tunate drowning acci-
dent in Lincoln Park on 
Park Ave. in Riverside. 
Minor was a clean liv-
ing, an upright service 
man, from Atlanta, 
Georgia. He was head 
cook at Camp Anza, 
located where Rohr is 
located in Riverside. He 
died in 1944 and was the 
first to died in the Army 
group that formed the 
Post. When the men who 
were organizing the Post 
found out it had to be 
named for someone who 
was not living Minor 
was chosen. "Mr. Minor 
was known by many as 
a clean living, decent 
man and we name the 
Post after him," said 
Christopher George 
"C.G." Sanders, the 
Founding Commander 
who served the first 4 
years and is still 
involved. 
The Minor Post is a 
working Post they have 
been involved in the 
UNCF (United Negro 
College Fund) Walk-A-
Thon helping provide 
money for the education 
of students, the Veteran 
Employment Committee 
where they help 
Veterans to find jobs as 
well as other non-profit 
organizations and activi-
ties. 
The Minor Post is 
responsible for the Pettis 
Memorial Veteran's 
Hospital in Loma Linda, 
they cast the three decid-
ing votes. During the 
debate of where the next 
· hospital would be placed 
Post members faithfully 
attended meeting and 
supported the Loma 
Linda site. There were 
.;:,. 
many detractors vying 
for the hospital. "It was 
a hot political thing. 
Every politician wanted 
it in their area. 
(Congressman Jerry) 
Pettis, (for whom the 
hospital is named), 
fought very hard for the 
Loma Linda site. In the 
end, with the help from 
the Post Loma Linda 
was selected." Two 
things solidified the site, 
one there were more vet-
erans in Southern 
California than other 
areas: two, a Veterans 
Hospital must be placed 
in an area with a training 
facility, Loma Linda met 
the qualifications. 
Additionally, the Post 
was instrumental in the 
placement of the 
National Cemetery in 
Riverside." Land had 
been donated some-
where in Los Angeles 
for the Cemetery. The 
hotly contested site 
ended in court. For five 
years we attended meet-
ing and gave our input. 
Oregon was in line and 
lobbied hard for it," said 
Sanders. However, they 
showed the Riverside 
location was best 
because, the land for-
merly housed, Camp 
Hann, was owned by the 
government and high-
ways 395 and 60 were 
nearby. 
,.,. w 
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Ollie Jackson A Proud Soldier · 
By Cheryl Brown 
In 1943 while still in 
high school Ollie Jackson, 
18, was drafted. The war 
effort was calling every , 
young man who was in 
physical shape to fight 
The war was in full gear 
and this Oklahoma City 
native who was born in 
1925 was still a youngster. 
Jackson was a good stu-
dent and his principal peti-
tioned and was granted a 
deferment for him. 
As Jackson reminisces 
about that time he says 
he '11 never forget. "It hurts 
to this day, I could not 
graduate with my class," 
he said. But what hurts 
more is the way he was 
treated in those days but 
compounded by the way he 
has been treated 50 years 
later. He too is insulted, by 
the way the celebrations 
left out the Black soldiers. 
"Even the VFW (Veterans 
of Foreign Wars) calendar 
came out to commemorate 
the 50th Anniversary of 
W.W.11 and of all 12 
months not one Black was 
recognized," Jackson said. 
They have written the 
Buffalo Soldiers out of his-
tory. "How can they con-
tinuy to do this and not tell 
the truth about what hap-
pened," he said. Black sol-
diers were among the best 
most decorated soldiers in 
the Armed Forces," he 
said. 
Jackson didn't know 
what to expect. He was the 
first in his family to serve 
in the military. 
Upon his induction into 
the Tenth Calvary 
(Buffalo Soldiers) Jackson 
went to Fort Seal, OK but 
quickly was sent out. He 
tells the story about the 
rumor that they were going 
to be shipped out to 
Mississippi. "When we 
found out we were going 
to Camp Locket in El 
Centro, California, we 
were ecstatic." We were 
training with horses and 
training because we 
expected Japan to come 
(invade) in from the 
West." They didn't and we 
were shipped to Newport 
News, Virginia before 
going to Oran in North 
Africa. From there we 
went to Tunisia on to 
Toronto, Italy to Foggia, 
Italy. Jackson's job was to 
prepare the landing fields 
and build a new runway 
for the B-17 and B-29 
bombers to land. Jackson 
did not see combat but he 
was part of the glue that 
held the war effort togeth-
er. He was the unsung hero 
in the background support-
ing the troops. 
As the war was ending 
he was sent to the 
Philippines, his last stop 
before returning back to 
Oklahoma City. He holds 
the distinction of riding the 
Billy Mitchell troop trans-
port ship on three occa-
sions. His last time was to 
return to Oklahoma City 
where he started three 
years later. 




He was a sheet 
metal worker. One day, he 
saw an opportunity on the 
bulletin board for a tour of 
duty in Japan. "When I 
found out my family prob-
ably could not follow, and 
the recruiter explained how 
the facilities were not real-
ly set up for "Coloreds", I 
abandoned the idea.She 
quickly added, "but there 
is Norton AFB, in San 
Bernardino, CA, that was 
just what the Doctor 




here." he said. "So like the 
Beverly Hill Billies or the 
movie The Grapes of 
Wrath, my wife Bernice 
and five sons came to San 
Bernardino, CA in 1956." 
As he reflected back on 
the war effort he said it 
was a time when Black 
people were truly equal. 
"In combat all men are 
equal. White men who 
were wounded didn't care 
whose blood they used 
they just wanted it if they 
needed a blood transfu-
~don. A bullet knows no 
color," he said. Jackson 
recounted sadly, "after the 
war it was a different story, 
things were bad for Blacks 
here at home. Then we 
were ignored this entire 
50th Anniversary 
Commemoration. There 
are Blacks who should 
have been recognized!" 
However, just in case 
someone asks, he has saved 
items from the war. Just 
recently he found his 
Enlisted Pass. Jackson has 
kept his treasures because 
in the next 50 year 
Commemoration the infor-
mation and items will be 
there. The history will be 
here no one will succeed in 
erasing it. 
Tuskegee Airmen Featured 
RECENTLY, TUSKEGEE AIRMEN WERE FEATURED AT THE LONG BEACH 
CARNAVAL- Pictured above (left to right): Oliver Goodall, Louis Young, James 
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Local Vets Remember WWII After .50 Years 
By Cheryl Brown 
Black Voice 
The World War II, global military con-flict, in terms of lives lost and mater-
ial destruction, was the most 
devastating war in human 
history. It began in 1939 as a 
European conflict between 
Germany and an Anglo-
French coalition, but eventu-
ally widened to include most 
of the nations of the world. It 
ended in 1945, leaving a new 
world order dominated by the 
United States and the USSR. 
More than any previous 
war, World War II involved 
the commitment of nations' 
entire human and economic 
resources, the blurring of the 
distinction between combat-
ant and noncombatant, and 
the expansion of the battle-
field to include all of the ene-
my's territory. The most 
important determinants of it's 
outcome were industrial 
capacity and personnel. In the 
last stages of the war, two 
radically new weapons were 
introduced: the long-range 
rocket and the atomic bomb. 
In the main, however, the war 
was fought with the same or 
improved weapons of the 
types used in World War I. 
The greatest advances were 
in aircraft and tanks. 
Causes of the War 
Three major powers had 
been dissatisfied with the out-
come of World War I. 
Germany, the principal 
defeated nation, bitterly 
resented the territorial losses 
and reparation payments 
imposed on it by the Treaty 
of Versailles. Italy, one of the 
victors, found it's territorial 
gains far from enough either 
to offset the cost of the war 
or to satisfy its ambitions. 
Japan, also a victor, was 
unhappy about its failure to 
gain control of China. 
France, Great Britain, and 
the U.S. had attained their 
wartime objectives. They had 
reduced Germany to a mili-
tary cipher and had reorga-
nized Europe and the world 
as they saw fit The French 
and the British frequently dis-
agreed on policy in the post-
war period however, and 
were unsure of their ability to 
defend the peace settlement. 
The U.S., disillusioned by the 
Europeans' failure to repay 
their war debts, retreated into 
isolationism. 
African-American soldiers 
fought with valor in this war 
as they had in every war 
since the Revolutionary War. 
But it wasn't until World War 
II, that gave the segregated 
colored soldiers proof they 
were many times the best sol-
diers in the armed services. 
The fighting was not only by 
the Tuskegee Ainnen but in 
the Anny, Navy and Marines 
as well. They were in a for-
eign land fighting for free-
dom when they were not free 
back home. 
Local retired soldiers 
recently reflected on the war, 
their thoughts of success, and 
their treatment by people they 
were defending and the peo-
ple as they returned home. 
They expressed concern over 
the erasure of the important 
heroic role they played to 
keep America, and the world 
free. They were also blatantly 
ignored by the television cov-
erage of the 50th Anniversary 
of V-E Day, commemorating 
the end of the war, and subse-
quent programs. 
Dr. Will Roberts, 
President of Company B, 
1402nd Engineer (Combat) 
Batallion, feels that history 
has done an injustice by not 
publishing the role Blacks 
played. His unit supplied 
more ammunition to the front 
line infantry than anyone 
else, but when the citation 
came out in the "Stars and 
Stripes" it was barely men-
tioned. 'They merely printed 
that large amounts of ammu-
nition had been supplied," 
said Roberts. 
"If the Infantry couldn't get 
the ammunition they couldn't 
fight," he continued, "We did 
a good job, everyone played 
their part." But when they 
returned home from the war, 
Roberts said, he felt betrayed. 
Roberts told the story of 
the lies White soldiers told 
the European people, espe-
cially women, about Black 
spldiers. ''They would tell 
them we were trained mon-
keys and that we had tails. 
One day as I was walking 
down the street two women 
walking by felt my behind 
and said in Italian, he doesn't 
have one," The things our 
soldiers had to endure! 
Carl Clemons, who 
was enlisted in the Navy, said 
as he reflects back to return-
ing home, San Bernardino 
still had the same poor 
employment practices. ''The 
only jobs available were as 
elevator operators, maids or 
janitors. Except for Kaiser, 
Santa Fe or Norton there was 
no where Blacks could 
work," Clemons recalls. 
Benton PK. Blakely, 
retired, as a major after serv-
ing 23 years in both WWII 
and Korea. "Blacks were a 
major part of the war, the 
coverage in the news does 
not tell to the fullest extent 
what we did." Blakely was a 
Corpsman in the Anny corps 
of Engineers. He built roads, 
bridges and damns. 
Jack Hill, was also con-
cerned that the time he spent 
is ignored. With all of the 
outstanding contributions we 
made, very little is written. 
"When I was in the service 
the governor of Mississippi 
had the guns taken away 
from the Black soldiers, they 
couldn't bear arms. In the 
local town of Centerville a 
Jack HIii 
Black soldier was killed by 
some Whites. The soldiers 
were very angry and for three 
months we couldn't come out 
of the camp," he said. 
Roberts recounts a story he 
heard from Captain Ernest 
Dunn, organizer and First 
Company Commander of 
Company B 1402nd Engineer 
(Combat) Batallion. 
According to Dunn, "At 
March Air Force Field, sol-
diers broke out fighting. The 
Black Ainnen rebelled when 
they set-up a segregated the-
atre. The account was 
glossed over in the newspa-
per. 
All the men said they felt 
betrayed, Clemons indicated 
that the thing that struck them 
was that they fought for free-
dom for Europe but did not 
get freedom nor respect when 
ther returned home. "We 
served in the military to pre-
serve freedom for other coun-
tries. The real ability to 
achieve equality in our own 
country was still our number 
one war," he said. 
Hill, although he felt 
betrayed, still developed a 
love for the service. "I lived 
at a good time. I was in 
Europe when they mixed the 
troops years later, it was hard 
on everyone. Some White 
guys said it was the first time 
they'd ever slept next to a 
Black. Because of my love 
for the military I endured the 
hardships," he said. 
. Roberts said, "We have 
always been patriotic, I take 
ownership of our country. It 
took 30 years after the war to 
get equal rights, and 
Affinnative-Action. It took 
until 1975 to get some teeth 
in it. It seems everytime we 
get close, they move the start-
ing gate," he said. Roberts 
indicates he went to school 
for 22 years to get an educa-
tion so he could better him-
self and make life better for 
his family. 'Then they tell 
you, you need experience. 
You get the experience then 
they say you are too old. The 
rules keep changing. We 
need rules that do not change. 
Affinnative-Action is what 
keeps the playing field level. 
I don't want anyone to give 
me anything. I went to 
school for 22 years and 
worked two and three jobs a 
day to get luxuries," he said. 
With all of the incidents of 
hate, strife, and mean spirit-
ness they still agree with all 
of its faults this is still the 
best country in the world. 
Clemons said, over the last 
50 years, I'm proud to see we 
Blacks have played a major 
role in government, educa-
tion, law enforcement, and 
housing. Back then there was 
no legal means to have them 
employ us (no Affirmative-
Action), so we had to depend 
on the NAACP. However, if 
it hadn't been for the war 
we'd probably still be in the 
dark ages," he commented. 
Blakely said, "It was quite 
an experience serving this 
country for 23 years. Fifty 
years after the war there is 
still unrest and fear between 
countries. I hope and pray 
one day this will be resolved 
and everyone can live in 
peace." 
There were as many stories 
as men who lived them, we 
touched base on only a few. 
If we don't tell our own story 
no one will do it for us. 
History is just that His-Story. 
This is a part of theirs. 
Sou.rce:Encyclopedia 
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Minter Tells His 
WWII Story. 
By Cheryl Minter-Brown - Black Voice News 
This year marks the 50th of the Word War II. From 
the television coverage, you'd think none of the troops 
were Black. 
Marvin N. Minter, after 50 years of silence, spoke with 
Black Voice about the days following the assault on 
Normandy, located on the beach of France. 
Minter said two million troops were still in England on 
D-Day. They were waiting for to go into Normandy as a 
part of the second wave. 
He was in the Third Army, commanded by General 
Patton, supporting Field Artillery. 
Minter said every everyone was scared. "It was the 
most frightening experience of my life. But I remember 
thinking, as I was trapped by live fire, in 50 years none 
of this will matter." Little did he know that 50 years 
later he would still be alive to talk about it. 
Minter then recalled something that some people want 
to say never happened, the concentration camps. 
"We were marched into the concentration camp at 
Dachau, there were thousands of bodies, left like sacks 
of flour. The smell was horrible," he said. 
"Hitler was an absolute lunatic, an animal. He not 
only killed Jews, he killed Russians, gypsies, gays, crip-
ples, and the mentally impaired," he said. 
Minter recalls "When we arrived everyone was not 
dead, some of the people were dying from starvation. 
The Germans in Hitler's Army ran away before we met. 
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Mitchell Served His -Time 
Well Overseas 50 Years Ago 
James Mitchell was a member of the Anny 
953 Quarter Master Service Corps during 
W. W.Il. "We landed in Scotland in the bomb-
ing area, before going to Cherbourg and Paris, 
France." His unit was under General Patton and 
they handled supplies in the segregated army. 
When he went to England, he went to school to 
learn how to be a cook and that was his job for 
the duration of the War. As a result of his duty 
in the Army he has a Northern France campaign 
ribbon, a ribbon with a Bronze Star, a service 
stripe, four overseas service bars and sharp 
shooter recognition. 
When I came back to Texas to be discharged, 
Fort Sam Houston, had not changed it was still 
segregated. We dido 't just fight for ourselves 
(in Europe) we were fighting for everybody." 
Mitchell, saw first hand the devastation of the 
war. After the war he saw the remains of all 
those Jews, who were starved to death. He saw 
the gas chambers and the furnaces. It had a bad 
affect on him but he knew the magnitude of the 
devastation caused by Hitler. It was so devas-
tating he does not want to talk about it to this 
day. 
Thinking California was a better place he left 
Texas. Soon he found out "it was better but 
there were still places we couldn' t go or 
(restaurants) that were slow serving you. One 
place was located on Fourth and E in downtown 
San Bernardino. However, the city of Tustin 
was strictly like down south," he said. 
Mitchell is concerned about how the Black 
service men were treated then and now. "The 
Red Ball Express, hauled gasoline and supplies, 
James Mitchell 
they would get through when the Whites could-
n't The Stars and Strips, (a military publica-
tion) would report on it but would never give 
the details," he said. 
Co1n1ne1noraUng the 
50th Anniversary of 
World War II 
Tliey Did So Tliat We Cou{tf Live! 
• Dave And Maude Clurbach remembers James Billue 
• Jack Hill remembers Thomas Bondurant 
•Jo my Army Comrades of Co, B 1402nd Engr, Battalion 
- Dr. Will Roberts 
Sa{ uting Tlie Living Legentfs 
• Thanks to Jack Hill for My Army Career 
- Leonard Davenport 
l I 
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Charles Ledbetter: 
By Melvin Tapp 
War is hell, war is glory. 
As history has shown, so the 
present is shaped. Many 
have seen the horrors or life 
and survived to see better 
days. 
Charles William Ledbetter 
has seen life and has lived 
through the horrors of war, 
and has gloried in the life's 
endeavors. His is a testimony 
of perseverance. From the 
testimony of battle as a 30 
year war veteran as part of 
the now famous Tuskegee 
Flyers to the compassionate 
teacher of the handi-capped, 
to a civic leader championing 
the cause of a better educa-
tion for our children. 
Ironically, he has seen and 
lived life on life's tenns, but 
is constantly fighting to have 
our children to realize a 
brighter future by refusing to 
repeat mistakes of the past. 
Black Voice News contact-
ed Mr. Ledbetter who related 
that we Americans must look 
back sometimes to see where 
we are heading. "In 1941, I 
went to the army, which was 
segregated. In 1944 I was 
sent to gunnery school and 
aircraft engineer school at 
Fort Myers, Florida. I was 
assigned to the group known 
as the Tuskegee Flyers as an 
enlisted man shortly there-
after at Selfridge Field, MI. 
which is just outside Detroit," 
related Ledbetter. After a 
few weeks the Flyers, includ-
ing Ledbetter, were moved to 
Kentucky for further training 
and onto Lockburn, OH. 
"In those days, we had 
White commanders and the 
rest of the enlisted ranks, 
from the First Sergeant on 
down were Blacks. Our 
commander was B. 0. Davis 
who was quite liberal in his 
thinking and very fair with 
us. Actually, we generally 
disciplined ourselves as we 
had pride in ourselves and 
would not allow anyone 
inside the group to mess us, 
and we protected ourselves 
from outside disrupters," 
related Ledbetter. 
Ledbetter was a gunner 
engineer for eight years with 
the Tuskegee Flyers and was 
a part of several missions 
during World War II. 'Toe 
most notable of the Flyers 
was Chappie James 
who went on 
to become a 
General, but 
nearly all of the 
guys in the 
Flyers were great 




Even though the mili-
tary services were segre-
gated at the time, all 
enlisted men and officers 
were encouraged to further 
their education. "It was a 
way to keep us out of the 
bars and honky-tonic seven 
days a week, and the classes 
were integrated. I started in 
an Ohio State University 
extension and went on to a 
University of California 
Berkeley extension at 
the various military 
bases that I was 
assigned to," contin-
ued Ledbetter, "and 






a boxer and 
fought his way to 
the a middleweight champi-
onship. 
"I was pretty good," he 
stated, "and I admired Sugar 
Ray Robinson, but I never 
met him inside the ring." 
Ledbetter related that when 
he and his compatriots did 
have time to party that he 
was one of the disciplinari-
ans. "If somebody got out of 
line, White or Black often 
times we'd have to knock 
them out. And I had no 
problem handling that, but 
most times we just would 
break up any encounters," 
said Ledbetter. "Actually we 
had very few problems, espe-
cially in racial matters. From 
my perspective being from 
the South (Tennessee) I was 
used to segregated policies, 
but for many of the guys 
from up north there were 
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with," stated Ledbetter. 
"Actually, we Blacks seemed 
to enjoy our military experi-
ences especially our flying 
missions, and when we 
would return we'd get enter-
tained by such stars as Lena 
Home or meet Joe Louis, and 
sometimes we would have 
integrated audiences," contin-
ued Ledbetter. 
After an eight year stint 
with the Tuskegee Flyers, 
Ledbetter was assigned to the 
13th Bomb Group known as 
the "Grim Reapers" which 
was an integrated unit at 
Langley Field, VA. 'Toe 
Korean War had just began 
and we flew 29 missions dur-
ing the Korean War," said 
Ledbetter. While in the 
Orient Ledbetter learned Judo 
while stationed in Korea & 
Japan. "I was good enough 
eventually to teach martial 
arts Gudo) to kids and some 
adults," stated Ledbetter. 
The Anny Aircorp which 
included the Tuskegee 
Flyers had been convert-
ed to the U.S. Air Force 
by that time, and 
Ledbetter was now a 
sergeant in the Air 
Force where he 
Chapman 





ing and judo and 
I guess that wet 
my appetite to 
continue in teach-
ing. I was especially 
interested in teaching 
handicapped children, 
both physically & psy-
chologically. I have 
always been for the under-
dog, and I guess that the 
handicapped usually get the 
short end of the stick," said 
Ledbetter. 
Le(lbetter retired from the 
Air Force at March Air Force 
Base in Riverside, and as a 
resident in Moreno Valley 
(then Sunnymead), began 
teaching in the Perris School 
District "I loved teaching. 
It was so fulfilling to see stu-
dents respond. I always gave 
my best, and I expected my 
students to do well. The 
biggest problem I met with 
was in motivating them to do 
their best I believe that if a 
person is confident he will 
succeed, and with the handi-
capped, I found most were 
lacking confidence due to 
their treannent by families, 
teachers, and others in their 
past. I had to first of all get 
them confident in their abili-
ties," continued Ledbetter. 
Ledbetter related that at an 
early age he learned fairness 
from a White man. "I had no 
father, so this White man, Mr. 
Chipps who helped raise me 
in Tennessee taught me to be 
fair, but kick butt if someone 
got out of line or I was both-
ered,"stated Ledbetter. "So I 
have had that philosophy_ 
which I related to my stu-
dents. If you aren't treated 
fairly, kick butt in the class-
room with your studies. 
Always do your best, and 
even though you might be 
mistreated do your best to be 
fair with others," said 
Ledbetter. 
When asked about his 
accomplishments, 
Ledbetter responded, "My 
military career that included 
my time with Tuskegee 
Flyers and awards for flying 
including the Bronze Star & 
Air Medal w/clusters stands 
out but the teaching of some 
of my past students who 
have become successful busi-
ness people, college grads, 
and one became a missionary, 
are of great importance to 
me. The activities of of the 
school board that I'm a mem-
ber of is very special to me. 
And I al$o give lectures on 
motivational topics and 
behavior modification, and to 
· ,i see the response in a positive 
way is quite satisfying. But 
most noteworthy is my fami-
ly. I've been married over 40 
years and I have five grown 
, children (one son, four 
daughters) of whom I am 
very proud. My basic philos-
ophy is to be loyal, appreci-
ate God and why we are put 
on earth, to help each other 
especially the kids. Keeping 
an open line of ~mmunica-
tion to solve differences, and 
having good friends at 
Warner Ranch "Where I 
Live.are important to me," 
said Ledbetter. 
To live a full and rich life 
is the dream of everyone. A 
model of that kind of life is 
that of Charles William 
Ledbetter, fighter, educator, 
philosopher, husband, father 
civic leader and gentleman. 
